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iAbstract
This thesis presents a study of impedance optimisation of active microstrip patch antennas to multiple
frequency points. A single layered aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna has been optimised to
match the source reflection coefficient of a transistor in designing an active antenna. The active aperture
coupled microstrip patch antenna was optimised to satisfy Global Positioning System (GPS) frequency
specifications.
A rudimentary aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna consists of a rectangular antenna element
etched on the top surface of two dielectric substrates. The substrates are separated by a ground plane
and a microstrip feed is etched on the bottom surface. A rectangular aperture in the ground plane
provides coupling between the feed and the antenna element. This type of antenna, which conveniently
isolates any circuit at the feed from the antenna element, is suitable for integrated circuit design and is
simple to fabricate. An active antenna design directly couples an antenna to an active device, therefore
saving real estate and power. This thesis focuses on designing an aperture coupled patch antenna directly
coupled to a low noise amplifier as part of the front end of a GPS receiver.
In this work an in-house software package, dubbed ACP by its creator Dr Rod Waterhouse, for calculating
aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna performance parameters was linked to HP-EEsof, a microwave
computer aided design and simulation package by Hewlett-Packard. An ANSI C module in HP-EEsof
was written to bind the two packages. This process affords the client the benefit of powerful analysis
tools offered in HP-EEsof and the fast analysis of ACP for seamless system design. Moreover, the
optimisation algorithms in HP-EEsof were employed to investigate which algorithms are best suited for
optimising patch antennas. The active antenna design presented in this study evades an input matching
network, which is accomplished by designing the antenna to represent the desired source termination of
a transistor. It has been demonstrated that a dual-band microstrip patch antenna can be successfully
designed to match the source reflection coefficient, avoiding the need to insert a matching network.
Maximum power transfer in electrical circuits is accomplished by matching the impedance between enti-
ties, which is generally acheived with the use of a matching network. Passive matching networks employed
in amplifier design generally consist of discrete components up to the low GHz frequency range or dis-
tributed elements at greater frequencies. The source termination for a low noise amplifier will greatly
influence its noise, gain and linearity which is controlled by designing a suitable input matching network.
Ten diverse search methods offered in HP-EEsof were used to optimise an active aperture coupled mi-
crostrip patch antenna. This study has shown that the algorithms based on the randomised search
techniques and the Genetic algorithm provide the most robust performance. The optimisation results
were used to design an active dual-band antenna.
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Abstrakt
In dieser Diplomarbeit wird eine Studie zur Impedanzoptimierung von aktiven Microstrip-Patch-Antennen
zu verschiedenen Frequenzpunkten vorgestellt. Eine einlagige, aperturgekoppelte Microstrip-Patch-Antenne
wurde optimiert, um sie an den Quellreflexions-Koeffizienten eines Transistors bei der Auslegung einer ak-
tiven Antenne anzupassen. Die Optimierung der aktiven, aperturgekoppelten Microstrip-Patch-Antenne
wurde unternommen, damit sie die Frequenzvorgaben des Globalen Positionierungssystems (GPS) erfu¨llt.
Eine elementare aperturgekoppelte Microstrip-Patch-Antenne besteht aus einem rechteckigen Antennenele-
ment, das auf der obersten Fla¨che zweier dielektrischer Substrate gea¨tzt ist. Getrennt sind die Substrate
durch eine Masseebene und eine Microstrip-Speisung ist an der untersten Fla¨che eingea¨tzt. Die rechteckige
O¨ffnung auf der Bodenebene sorgt fu¨r die Koppelung von der Einspeisung zum Antennenelement. Diese
Art von Antenne, die praktischerweise jegliche Schaltkreise an der Einspeisung von dem Antennenele-
ment isoliert, eignet sich zur Gestaltung integrierter Schaltkreise und ist einfach herzustellen. Beim
Design einer aktiven Antenne wird die Antenne direkt an ein aktives Gera¨t gekoppelt und verringert auf
diese Weise Platzbedarf und Stromverbrauch. Diese Diplomarbeit bescha¨ftigt sich schwerpunktma¨βig mit
der Auslegung einer aperturgekoppelten Microstrip-Patch-Antenne, die direkt mit einem sto¨rungsarmen
Versta¨rker gekoppelt ist, der Bestandteil des Front-Ends eines GPS-Empfa¨ngers ist.
Bei dieser Arbeit wurde ein firmeneigenes Software-Paket, von seinem Urheber Dr Rod Waterhouse ACP
genannt, zur Berechnung der Leistungsparameter der aperturgekoppelten Microstrip-Patch-Antenne mit
HP-EEsof verbunden, einem rechnergestu¨tzten CAD und Simulationsprogramm fu¨r Mikrowellen von
Hewlett-Packard. Zur Verknu¨pfung der beiden Pakete wurde ein ANSI C Modul in HP-EEsof geschrieben.
Durch diesen Vorgang hat der Klient den Nutzen der durch HP-EEsof gebotenen leistungsfhigen Analy-
sewerkzeuge und die schnelle Analyse durch ACP bei der Gestaltung nahtloser Systeme. Daru¨berhinaus
wurden die Optimierungsalgorithmen von HP-EEsof verwendet, um festzustellen, welche Algorithmen
am besten fu¨r die Optimierung von Patch-Antennen geeignet sind. Das in dieser Studie vorgestellte
Design einer aktiven Antenne umgeht ein Einspeise-Anpassungsnetz, was dadurch erreicht wird, dass
die Antenne so gestaltet wird, dass sie den gewu¨nschten Quellabschluss eines Transistors widergibt. Es
wurde nachgewiesen, dass es mo¨glich ist, eine dem Quellreflexions-Koeffizienten angepasste Dualband-
Microstrip-Patch-Antenne zu gestalten, und so die Erfordernis einer Anbindung an ein Anpassungsnetz
entfa¨llt.
Eine maximale Leistungsu¨bertragung wird in elektrischen Schaltkreisen durch das Angleichen der Impedanz
zwischen den Einheitenerreicht, was im Allgemeinen durch den Einsatz eines Anpassungsnetzes gelingt.
Die bei der Konzeption von Versta¨rkern verwendeten passiven Anpassungsnetze bestehen im Allgemeinen
aus diskreten Komponenten bis in den niedrigen GHz-Frequenzbereich oder verteilten Elementen ho¨herer
Frequenzen. Der Quellabschluss fu¨r einen sto¨rungsarmen Versta¨rker wirkt sich stark auf sein Rauschen,
seinen Versta¨rkungsfaktor und seine Linearita¨t aus, die durch die Auslegung eines geeigneten Eingabe-
Anpassungsnetzes gesteuert werden.
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Zehn in HP-EEsof gebotene, unterschiedliche Suchmethoden wurden zur Optimierung der aktiven, aper-
turgekoppelten Microstrip-Patch-Antenne verwendet. Anhand dieser Studie wird aufgezeigt, dass die
auf Zufallssuchverfahren basierenden Algorithmen und der generische Algorithmus die stabilste Leistung
erbrachten. Die Ergebnisse der Optimierung wurden fu¨r das Design einer aktiven Dualband-Antenne
verwendet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This work is concerned with the performance of a range of optimisation algorithms for designing dual-band
active microstrip patch antennas. This thesis presents the optimisation performance results in designing
an active aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna to present the desired source reflection co-efficient
to a High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT). This technique avoids the need to implement a match-
ing network to couple both entities, thus saving circuit board real estate, cost and power [1]. The active
aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna in this work is designed to receive L1 (1.57542 GHz) and L2
(1.2276 GHz) frequencies for the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Microstrip patch antennas provide significant benefits where antenna performance, conformity, weight,
low manufacturing expense and ease of fabrication are paramount factors in design, particularly in per-
sonal communication systems. Progress in substrate technology has aided both antenna performance and
design robustness that make these devices very attractive compared to other types of antennas. Simi-
larly, accurate and faster modelling of printed antennas has been achieved through advances in computer
technology and research has significantly aided design.
Commercially available Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools for accurate printed antenna analysis are
computationally slow since a rigorous full-wave analysis of the structure is performed. The optimisation
algorithms offered, if any, are limited and do not cater for circuit design and simulation. The adopted
project solution to overcome this problem involved integrating an in-house aperture coupled microstrip
patch antenna calculation software tool, dubbed ACP by its developer, to a modern CAD and simulation
package developed by Hewlett-Packard, HP-EEsof. In this way the benefits of both applications are
utilised, i.e. the quick and accurate antenna analysis offered by ACP and the powerful circuit simulation
and optimisation capability offered by HP-EEsof. In designing the active antenna, a gallium arsenide
(GaAs) pseudomorphic HEMT (pHEMT) was employed due to its inherent low noise performance at
L-band frequencies compared with Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJT) and other transistors surveyed
on the market. A self-biasing arrangement [2] was chosen to bias the transistor where the gate-source
junction is always reverse biased by anchoring the gate voltage to DC ground. The amplifier output was
matched to 50Ω using a three element combination.
1
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1.1 The Aperture Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna
The earliest notions of employing unwanted radiation from stripline circuits stem from several authors,
particularly Deschamps [3], Grieg [4] and Gutton [5] in the early 1950’s. However, only over the past
twenty-five years has there been significant attention focused on analysis and design of microstrip patch
antennas, namely accurate modelling and extending impedance bandwidth. This has been made possible
due to the advent of efficient computation [6, 7]. More recently optimisation of printed antennas has
received much attention, in particular Genetic Algorithms [8]-[21].
Feeding printed antennas electromagnetically was proposed in the mid 1970’s, however Pozar [22] was the
first to propose an aperture coupling feeding technique for microstrip antennas. A single layer aperture
coupled microstrip patch antenna, which is employed in this work, is presented in Figure 1.1 [7]. The
antenna consists of two substrate layers that sandwich a ground plane [6, 7, 22]-[31]. A rectangular
antenna element, or patch, is photoetched on one surface and a feed on the opposite surface. The
antenna element is fed electromagnetically via a rectangular aperture or slot in the common ground
plane. An open circuit stub at the feed extends from the aperture to aid both impedance matching
and to acquire bandwidth improvement. Generally, the feed network is etched on a thin substrate with
a high relative permittivity, which is useful in microwave circuit design [23]. The antenna substrate is
generally thick with low permittivity for bandwidth enhancement [7, 24]. The ground plane segregates
the antenna element from the feed, thus hindering any interference from the feed or connecting circuit,
which is particularly favourable in compact receiver design [28].
Aperture coupled microstrip patch antennas provide a number of advantages compared with alternative
types of patch antennas. Probe coupling increases complexity in fabrication and reduces manufacturing
repeatability [24] and may create large probe reactances [6, 7, 22, 30]. The ground plane obstructs any
spurious radiation, propagating in the feed or generated in a circuit, from affecting the antennas far-field
radiation pattern [6, 7, 22, 30]. The aperture coupling provides the additional freedom of utilising assorted
substrates for the antenna and feed layers since two substrates are required for a single layered antenna.
A substrate to enhance antenna performance and another substrate suitable for Microwave Integrated
Circuit (MIC) design may simultaneously be implemented [31]. It is possible to obtain a wider impedance
bandwidth using aperture coupled patch antennas compared with probe-fed antennas [32] and radiation
patterns are almost the same as those of a probe-fed rectangular patch antenna [7].
1.1.1 Microstrip Patch Antenna Design
Various analysis techniques exist for modelling microstrip antennas [7] and the three most popular tech-
niques used are the transmission-line, cavity and full-wave models [6]. The transmission-line model,
the simplest to implement, and cavity model, which has better accuracy but increased complexity, are
empirical models that utilise assumptions to simplify the computation. The full-wave model involves a
rigorous analysis of Maxwell’s equations, which is computationally expensive, and potentially provides
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Figure 1.1: An aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna.
the best accuracy as it considers boundary-conditions on the dielectric-air periphery. Both the cavity
and transmission-line models have the added advantage of providing the designer with a good physical
perception and are computationally efficient. Antenna modelling is a critical factor in this work given
that the antenna will need to represent the desired source reflection coefficient of the low noise amplifier
coupled to the antenna.
Equations based on the transmission line model, which models each edge of the rectangular patch as a
thin radiating aperture [6, 33], are used as a guide in the initial phase of designing a patch antenna.
CAD optimisation is then usually used to tweak the antenna design to the desired performance or when
comparing various antenna substrates and dimensions. The resonant frequency dictates the patch length
[30] and is also affected, to a lesser degree, by the aperture length [25]. The element length L for a
particular substrate is given by equation 1.1 [34] to excite the TM10 mode [33]. Equation 1.1 has been
used as a guide to obtain the initial antenna dimensions.
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L ≈ 0.49 λ0√
²r
(1.1)
where
λ0 is the free space wavelength
²r is the relative permittivity of the element substrate
The height and relative permittivity of the antenna substrate influence the impedance bandwidth, an-
tenna efficiency and surface wave excitation [6, 7, 32, 34]. The aperture length has initially been made
slightly shorter than the resonant length [29], however its length can be varied considerably as good
coupling can be achieved by having a long and thin aperture [7]. A thick antenna substrate with low
relative permittivity may increase bandwidth [6, 7, 32] and will reduce the losses due to dielectric heating
[35]. A thin substrate for the feed side will improve the coupling between the feed and the patch [25]
and, in addition, a thin substrate with high relative permittivity is desirable for MIC design.
ACP Software
ACP [36], a stand-alone computer program, developed by Dr Rod B. Waterhouse, implements a full-wave
analysis on aperture coupled microstrip patch antennas that are solved using Method of Moments. Ex-
perts in the field have employed ACP and the model has successfully been proven to be accurate and
offers greater computational efficiency compared with commercially available tools. Currently there are
no commercially available CAD tools that combine seamless circuit simulation and electromagnetic sim-
ulation. It was therefore decided to integrate ACP into HP-EEsof to utilise the benefits of both software
applications. ACP lacks a user-friendly interface and HP-EEsof contains the facility to utilise power-
ful analysis tools, automatic artwork generation and simulation with connected microwave components.
ACP analysis requires an average of 1.06 seconds real time and 0.01 seconds CPU time to compute a
single frequency using an UltraAX-MP WorkServer (4 x UltraSPARC-II 296MHz processors) with Unix
Solaris 8 operating system and 2048MB RAM.
1.2 Thesis Arrangement
The process which involved integrating ACP into HP-EEsof is detailed in Chapter 2. In this process,
ACP is considered equivalently to any other element in HP-EEsof to provide a seamless link between both
software applications. The new patch antenna element is defined, has its parameters classified and printed
circuit board layout specified using HP-EEsof’s Application Extension Language (AEL). Elements in HP-
EEsof are normally modelled using the ANSI C programming language. Creating an accurate antenna
model using the ANSI C programming language for this work would have been unviable as modelling
the patch accurately would require full-wave analysis and this analysis technique is not suited for the
simulator in HP-EEsof. Instead, the ANSI C module initiates ACP and obtains the results, which are
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passed to HP-EEsof for processing. A printed circuit board layout can be automatically created for the
design using AEL and this is also detailed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 provides further details on aperture coupled microstrip patch antennas, the ACP analysis tool
and the optimisation search techniques investigated. The results of impedance matching the antenna
to 50Ω at L1, pHEMT source reflection coefficient at L1 and pHEMT source reflection coefficient for
dual-band operation at L1 and L2 are presented. The ten search methods, found in HP-EEsof, were
employed in designing the antenna and each algorithm’s performance is compared in this chapter. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, such a comparison of optimisation algorithms has not been published.
The design method in developing an active antenna is described in Chapter 4 where a low noise amplifier
is designed and coupled to the patch antenna. The low noise amplifier was designed to operate at L1
and L2 GPS frequencies and compact enough to be employed in a mobile receiver. Both the simulation
and measured results are presented and compared in this chapter. Although the design technique has
been used in several instances and multiband patch antennas have been designed, this work presents
dual-frequency design of an active antenna which has not previously been presented. A high level active
antenna design is illustrated in Figure 1.2 and the chapter ends with a comparison of the simulated and
measured results.
 
Antenna 
Low Noise 
Amplifier 
Output Matching 
Network 
RF 
Output 
Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the active antenna design.
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the work undertaken and derived conclusions. Potential future work
and some interesting concepts are additionally discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 2
Antenna Element Integration
One intention of this work was to perform quick and comprehensive analyses of both antenna and am-
plifier designs within the same software environment. Currently available commercial software packages
do not allow for both types of analyses and this void created the need to integrate one software tool into
another. In this chapter the process of integrating an aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna analysis
tool, ACP, and a commercial CAD and simulation package, HP-EEsof, to enable antenna optimisation
and active antenna design is discussed.
2.1 Introduction
HP-EEsof facilitates the integration of client circuit elements and models that are referred to as Senior
elements or Custom elements. Senior elements are modelled using the ANSI-C high level programming
language and this ANSI-C module is subsequently compiled and linked with the Series, or HP-EEsof
version, supplied object file to create an executable binary program libra.bin.
The Application Extension Language (AEL) is a HP-EEsof built-in general purpose programming lan-
guage structured on C and contains a vast set of function libraries. These functions enable file in-
put/output, mathematical computation, string manipulation, list handling and database query within
HP-EEsof. AEL is also used in HP-EEsof to create custom element descriptions, define parameters that
match corresponding C definitions and organise libraries for schematic symbols, palette bitmaps and
layout design.
This chapter details the procedure taken to create a Senior aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna
element, called ACMPA, that is used in this work and the reader should refer to the reference manuals
[37] - [39]. Both C module and AEL definitions are covered in detail in this chapter. Those creating
Senior elements without prior experience are recommended to link the example senior element provided
in HP-EEsof before creating their own senior element.
6
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2.1.1 Application Extension Language
AEL functions enable the user to accommodate a Senior element by configuring or customising the project
environment. The following tasks may be accomplished using AEL:
• Defining the interface between a Senior element and its simulator.
• Creating and defining layout artwork for new elements.
• Assigning Senior element libraries and palettes.
• Creating custom utility functions like parts lists and bill of materials.
• Automating repetitive command sequences, batch analysis or optimisa-
tion.
Although AEL is structured on C, significant differences between the two languages exist. The most
obvious differences include:
Operations supported in C but not in
AEL
• Pre-processing, such as #include, #if,
#ifdef, etc but AEL files may be refer-
enced
• Variable types; such as int, float, char,
long, short, unsigned, auto, typdef and
register. Variable type is determined by
the newest affiliated value.
• Variables declared in a compound state-
ment.
• Arrays, structures, unions and variable
initialisation.
• Arrays, external and static variables and
variable initialisation.
Operations supported by AEL but not
in C
• Complex numbers and lists.
• Automatic retrieval of storage when not
used.
Not all C operators or logical and control constructs are supported in AEL; such as ?, − >, ., sizeof,
switch, case and default.
AEL programs in HP-EEsof are written in a modular format which enables modifying, writing and
understanding code easier and the same style should be maintained by the client. Examples are offered
for the client to use as a template, however knowledge of programming in C or C++ languages is
advantageous. The location of these examples, provided in HP-EEsof, are detailed in this chapter and
all modules for ACMPA have been placed in Appendix A. For more information on AEL refer to [37].
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2.1.2 Creating the Aperture Coupled Microstrip Patch Senior Element
The usual process involved in creating the Senior element is outlined in the following sequence:
1. Determine the mathematical algorithm to model the element
2. Code the model in C
3. Compile and link the C code to create an executable program
4. Create the AEL definitions for the senior element
5. Create the schematic symbol
6. Create the layout artwork
Each of these steps will be elaborated in the following sections of this chapter.
2.2 Creating and Compiling the ACMPA Senior Element
A project directory was first created by invoking HP-EEsof, which was performed by issuing “libra” in the
UNIX command window then naming and saving the new project. Libra is one of three circuit simulators
in HP-EEsof which contains particular sets of schematic elements, layout designs and test benches. The
project directory is automatically created with the required directories data, defaults, networks and test.
Before creating the Senior element, several files must be copied from the HP-EEsof home directory and
into the project directory: userex.c, userindx.c, buildsr and libra sr.make. These files are contained in
the directory:
$EESOF DIR/lib/libra/senior
The copied files are read-only therefore the mode of the copied files was changed by using the chmod
command. For instance to enable the user to modify the libra sr.make, the following UNIX command
was entered:
chmod u+w libra sr.make
The userindx.c file is used to invoke all Senior modules (files) and libra.make is the makefile for the UNIX
make command. The buildsr file is the shell-script to build the element, that is, compile the source code
and link the object files of the Senior element to create the executable binary file libra.bin.
2.2.1 Creating the Senior Element Model
Creating a mathematical model for a printed antenna was an unfeasible solution as considerable time
would be required to create and test the code. Generating an accurate antenna model may potentially
have a significantly higher execution time compare with ACP.
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Rather than programming the modelling code for ACMPA, ACP is invoked to calculate the antenna’s
performance. The C module initially obtains the antenna’s dimensions and material parameters from the
client and these parameters are uniquely positioned in a file that ACP accepts. When ACP is invoked,
it opens the file containing the antenna parameters and performs the analysis. It returns the computed
antenna impedance in an output file, which is opened and the results extracted by the ANSI-C module.
The impedance value is then converted into admittance parameters (Y-parameters) and referenced by
HP-EEsof for analysis and plotting. A data flow diagram summarising the process is illustrated in Figure
2.1.
User invokes antenna 
analysis
Results processed by HP-
EEsof
Generate ACP input 
file
ACP
Computation
Calculate 
Y-parameters
Antenna parameters
Input parameter file
Output impedance file
Y-parameters
Figure 2.1: Data flow between HP-EEsof and ACP.
ACP analysis requires an average of 1.06 seconds real time and 0.01 seconds CPU time to compute
a single frequency using an UltraAX-MP WorkServer (4 x UltraSPARC-II 296MHz) with Unix Solaris
8 operating system and 2048MB RAM. This is faster than commercial software tools using the same
full-wave analysis technique. Further details on ACP are provided in Chapter 3.
In HP-EEsof, the element model is defined in the ANSI-C programming language and it is invoked
whenever an analysis is performed on the element. An example of C code for several elements is provided
in the userex.c file and, which was also copied and used as a template for the aperture coupled microstrip
patch antenna element. All but one Senior element was deleted in the file, as it was used as a template,
and the file renamed “ACMPA.c”(the file must have the ‘.c’ extension). The ACMPA.c file was saved in
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the project directory and the complete program has been placed in Appendix A.1. All C files, or modules,
must include the userindx.h header file as this file contains the necessary macros, type definitions and
interface function declarations. ACMPA acquires the complex impedance ACP produces and this value
must be converted to a Y-parameter value and referenced by HP-EEsof. For this reason the header file
“math.h” has been added to perform this simple computation. Similarly, the header file “stdio.h” enables
the use of print and scan functions. Additional information on coding a linear element can be found in
[38].
The Senior element is firstly statically declared in the C module, as shown in Figure 2.2.
static boolean a a compute y(UserInstDef *userInst, double omega, COMPLEX *-yPar);
Figure 2.2: ACMPA static declaration.
The parameters associated with the Senior element were then defined in the beginning of the program
and the parameters associated with the aperture coupled patch antenna are defined in Figure 2.3.
static UserParamType ACMPA[] = {
{"Plen", REAL data}, {"Pwid", REAL data},
{"Slen", REAL data}, {"Swid", REAL data},
{"StubWid", REAL data}, {"StubLen", REAL data},
{"Ofset", REAL data}, {"Da", REAL data},
{"Era", REAL data}, {"Ltana", REAL data},
{"Df", REAL data}, {"Erf", REAL data},
{"Ltanf", REAL data}, {"Modes", REAL data} }
Figure 2.3: Parameters associated with ACMPA.
The function UserParamType in Figure 2.3 forms a static array that defines the parameters of the ACMPA
element and these parameters, denoted between quotation marks, comprise the netlist of the element.
Each parameter has their type defined as real valued and their correlation with the antenna are clarified
in Figure 2.4.
Plen Patch length
Pwid Patch width
Slen Slot (aperture) length
Swid Slot (aperture) width
StubWid Open circuit stub width
StubLen Open circuit stub length
Ofset Feed offset from aperture centre
Da Antenna substrate height
Era Antenna substrate relative permittivity
Ltana Antenna substrate loss tangent
Df Feed substrate height
Erf Feed substrate relative permittivity
Ltanf feed substrate loss tangent
Modes Number of current modes
Figure 2.4: ACMPA parameter representation.
All Senior elements are then defined in the form of a static array as presented in the Figure 2.5. The
function fields active for the element are specified in the array and the array is the same format for every
element. The key word NULL is reserved as a constant in HP-EEsof to represent an internal data type.
Figure 2.5 also demonstrates the function pointer fields associated with the Senior ACMPA element.
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A linear analysis is performed in this instance, which is characterised by the compute-y function. The
compute-y function is used in HP-EEsof to compute the element’s performance parameters in the form
of an admittance matrix. Pre and post analysis functions were not implemented in the ACMPA Senior
element as these functions are used to perform special operations during program execution such as data
file reading, memory allocation and so on.
static UserElemDef user elements[] = {
{"ACMPA", /* element name */
1, /* number of eternal pins */
siz(ACMPA), /* number of objects in ACMPA array */
ACMPA, /* pointer to parameter array */
NULL, /* pre analysis field not activated */
a a compute y, /* Y-parameter linear function field activated */
NULL, /* noise parameter field not activated */
NULL, /* post analysis field not activated */
NULL, /* device definition pointer not required for linear element */
NULL} /* extra info on senior element definition not required */
}
Figure 2.5: ACMPA user element definition.
The linear analysis is performed in the a a compute y function as shown in Appendix A.1. The function
is normally used for modelling the Senior element, however in this case ACP is invoked, therefore saving
the need to create an intricate ANSI-C program. This function obtains the parameters from the user and
positions the data in a file that ACP accepts. ACP is then invoked and the impedance value is obtained,
which are then converted to admittance values and referenced by HP-EEsof.
The final requirement for the C module is to include the call to the boot module, as shown in Figure 2.6,
and this is placed at the end of the program. The boot function identifier corresponds to the executable
file name.
boolean boot ACMPA (void) return load elements(user elements, siz(user elements));
Figure 2.6: ACMPA boot module.
2.2.2 Compiler Flags
The compiler flags and C paths were changed by editing the libra sr.make file by entering the following
in the appropriate fields:
CC = cc -Aa #compiler
SOURCES = userindx.c ACMPA.c
where ACMPA.c is the C program used to link the ACP to HP-EEsof. The Makefile is shown in Appendix
A.2.
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2.2.3 Index File
The boolean booting function needs to be defined in the index file userindx.c to invoke the Senior ACMPA
element in the core program. Figure 2.7 shows how to boot the ACMPA element. Notice that the boolean
booting function, boot ACMPA, has the same name as the Senior element module ACMPA.c. The index
file is also used to display warning or fatal error messages and will ignore or cease loading the Senior
element in such instances. The complete index file is given in Appendix A.3.
#if 1 /* change 0 to 1 if ACMPA.c is to be booted */
extern boolean boot ACMPA(void);
#endif
Figure 2.7: Definition to invoke ACMPA.c in the index file.
2.2.4 Creating the Executable File
Compiling the source module translates the source code into an object module, consisting of machine
language. An executable file can be created once a source C module is complete by executing the command
“buildsr” in the project directory containing the source code and object files. However, it may be useful
to compile the source code to check for errors and therefore an ANSI-C compiler must be used. The
C-compiler was invoked by entering the following command:
gcc -ansi -c ACMPA.c
Alternatively the C++ can be used by entering the command:
g++ -ansi -c ACMPA.c
If no errors have occurred in the compiling process, the object file appears in the directory with the same
name as the source module with a ‘.o’ extension.
A libra.bin executable file appears in the project directory when the build is successfully completed. The
corresponding AEL definitions for the Senior element now need to be created.
2.3 Linking the ACMPA Senior Element
The Senior element modelled in the C module can only be invoked into the HP-EEsof environment
through the use of AEL. The file containing these definitions is found in the senior.ael file and is placed
in the networks directory within the project. This may be copied from the HP-EEsof home directory and
was used as a template in this work. The file is located in
$EESOF DIR/lib/libra/senior/
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The Senior AEL file may possess any name but requires an ‘.ael’ extension [37], however the same file
name was maintained in the project.
The Senior AEL file is comprised of three sections: item definition, associated parameters and library and
palette assignment. The complete code is located in Appendix A.4 and the item definition and associated
parameters are shown in Figure 2.8.
create item("ACMPA", "Aperture Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna", "Antenna", NULL,
NULL, NULL, standard dialog, NULL, standard netlist, "ELEMENT", standard symbol,
"ACMPA", macro artwork, "mypatch",
create parm("Plen","Patch Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.0091),
create parm("Pwid","Patch Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.0091),
create parm("Slen","Slot Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.06),
create parm("Swid","Slot Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.0008),
create parm("Stubwid","Open Circuit Stub Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.00475),
create parm("StubLen","Open Circuit Stub Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.0034),
create parm("Ofset","Stub Offset from slot centre",0,"rvopt",5,0.0),
create parm("Da","Thickness of Antenna Layer",0,"rvopt",5,0.003175),
create parm("Era","Dielectric Constant of Antenna Layer",0,"rvopt",5,2.2),
create parm("Ltana","Loss Tangent of Antenna Layer",0,"rnum",-1,0.0),
create parm("Df","Thickness of Feed Layer",0,"rvopt",5,0.003175),
create parm("Erf","Relative Dielectric Constant of Feed Layer",0,"rvopt",5,2.33),
create parm("Ltanf","Loss tangent of Feed Layer",0,"rnum",-1,0.0),
create parm("Modes","Number of modes",0,"rnum",-1,5));
Figure 2.8: AEL Senior element definition and associated parameters.
HP-EEsof becomes aware of new elements with the use of the create item definition function and associates
parameters with this item [37]. There are 15 parameters that need to be defined for the item definition:
• item name
• item label
• name prefix
• attribute code
• priority code
• palette icon name
• dialogue code
• dialogue data
• netlist format
• netlist data
• schematic format
• symbol name
• artwork type
• artwork data
• parameter list
The senior.ael file also defines the library and palette assignments, however ACMPA was only assigned
to a library group.
The function create param is used to define the parameters associated with the new element and is used
to return the parameter definitions for the create item function. The parameters for create param, which
are separated by a comma and appear in sequence, are:
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• parameter name
• parameter label
• attribute code
• form set
• unit code
• default value
Any string is specified between quotation marks and the attribute code specifies special characteristics
of a parameter, usually specified as 0. The types of values acquired by the parameter are specified in
form sets. The two types of form sets used in ACMPA are rnum (real number) and rvopt (real value
that can be optimised). The unit code used in ACMPA were LENGTH UNIT (which can be specified as
integer 5) and UNITLESS UNIT (specified as integer -1). An example of create param used in ACMPA
is shown in Figure 2.9.
create parm("Plen","Patch Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.0642)
Figure 2.9: A create param function.
The parameters and their attributes specified in create param appear in the dialogue box when the
element is selected from the palette, library or when editing.
Senior elements can be assigned into a library group using library group function as shown in Figure 2.10
for the Senior element used in this work.
library group("Antenna", "My Antenna", "ACMPA");
Figure 2.10: ACMPA library definition.
The first string denotes the library group Antenna in which ACMPA was assigned. A descriptive label
for the library group is given in the second string My Antenna which also appears in the library list. The
Senior element name appears in the last string.
2.4 Specifying the Environment
Depending on the how the Senior element is used, it is necessary to change the UNIX search path and/or
Series IV environment to include the custom element with existing HP-EEsof elements. The element can
be specified to a specific project or projects, specific users or all users. The aperture antenna element
created in this work is project specific and the procedure for configuring the Senior element to this
environment is detailed in this subsection. For information on configuring a Senior element for specific
users or site wide environment, please refer to [38].
The search path in the UNIX operating system is defined in the C-shell start-up script file called “.cshrc”
by the variable “PATH”. The C-shell file can be opened in any text editor and this variable lists the
directories to be searched separated by colons. The search order is specified from left to right and a
typical path variable is:
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PATH=./:∼/exe dir
A soft link needs to be created linking the executable file to the project directory if it is located in another
directory. For instance if the executable file libra.bin is located in the directory /exe dir, the command
entered in the project directory is
ln -s ∼/exe dir/libra.bin libra.bin
The binary file libra.bin now appears in the project directory. A soft link is not required if the executable
exists in the project directory.
2.5 Creating the Schematic Symbol
All senior elements need to be associated with a schematic symbol, which is created using the schematic
editor. The user has the option of using existing symbols provided in HP-EEsof or to create a custom
schematic symbol.
A new schematic window was opened and the file named “ACMPA” and View > Switch To Symbol
command is selected. From the Draw menu Entry Layer > Symbody was selected and the symbol drawn
using Draw > Polyline. A port was added using Draw > Symbol Pin and was placed at the origin. The
file was saved and the symbol design file is saved in the networks directory of the project. The schematic
symbol is shown in Figure 2.11 with the antenna’s starting parameters before optimising it to the L1
frequency, where the length variables are given in centimeters.
l
l
l
l
Figure 2.11: ACMPA schematic symbol.
Schematic symbols can also be used globally by placing the symbol in a central location to provide
access for unrelated projects utilising the same symbol. For individual use, as in this case, the search
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path for locating the symbol is located in the .simframe libra file in the project directory (this can be
done by copying an existing file from a project directory or creating the file using a text editor). In the
.simframe libra file, the search path “SIMFRAME LIB” is entered or modified to include the location of
the symbol, for instance
SIMFRAME LIB=∼/symbols
where the schematic is saved in the directory symbols. For additional information on site use of schematic
symbols, please refer to [38] and [39].
2.6 Creating Layout Artwork with AEL
AEL can be used to generate layout artwork automatically based on the antenna’s dimensions. The
functions to generate the layout are shown in Appendix A.5. Artwork associated with the senior element
is defined in the create item function where the AEL file for creating artwork is called mypatch.ael and
the artwork type variable is set to “artwork macro”. For a complete list of AEL layout functions refer to
[37].
2.7 Summary
In this chapter the process of integrating ACP with HP-EEsof has been discussed. ACP was integrated
with HP-EEsof by creating the necessary AEL definitions and C module to invoke ACP rather than
creating an antenna element model in HP-EEsof. The AEL module in HP-EEsof defines the new element
and its associated parameters, assigns library and palette placement and relates a schematic symbol and
artwork macro. This technique of integrating one software tool into a commercial CAD package has
provided the most viable solution in utilising the benefits of both applications for the optimisation and
design of an active aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna.
Chapter 3
Antenna Optimisation
Extensive expertise and experience are required in the process of manual design of microstrip patch anten-
nas. The design of antennas can be simplified and potentially hastened by optimisation rather than relying
on exact calculations, which is particularly important from a commercial perspective. CAD tools play an
important part in quickening the design process, making it fully or partially automatic and decreasing the
need for extensive knowledge and experience.
3.1 Introduction
Conventionally, microstrip patch antennas are designed to provide a 50Ω input impedance and a reactive
matching network is employed when coupling the antenna to the amplifier input. The ultimate goal of
this work is to match the antenna impedance to represent a particular impedance to the transistor’s input
at the L1 (1.57542 GHz) and L2 (1.2276 GHz) GPS frequencies without the use of a matching network.
A range of optimisation algorithms have been evaluated when matching the antenna to the following
points in achieving this objective:
• Matching the antenna to 50Ω at the L1 frequency
• Matching the antenna to the desired reflection coefficient at L1
• Matching the antenna to the desired reflection coefficient at L1 and L2
This chapter provides a discourse on the numerical optimisation techniques used to acquire the desired
performance of this patch antenna type. Undoubtedly, not all optimisation algorithms are suited to
a particular problem. Generally there are no strict rules to determine which type of search algorithm
could be suitable and often the best approach is to try a range of different techniques and compare
the performance. The patch antenna designs obtained by implementing various optimisation techniques
are presented in this chapter. The optimisation algorithms investigated in this work were a constituent
feature acquired in HP-EEsof.
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3.2 Optimisation of Physical Antenna Dimensions
In this work, the dimensions of a single layered aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna will be opti-
mised to obtain the desired input impedance using an iterative numerical optimisation technique. This
process will also involve the optimisation of a minimum number of antenna parameters in order to reduce
the amount of optimisation time and processing. The antenna parameter abbreviations are presented in
Figure 3.1 and some of these have been optimised. The antenna feed was not simulated by ACP and its
analysis will be discussed later in the chapter.
The patch length (Plen) and width (Pwid) of the antenna are dependent on the resonant frequency
[34, 40], and both of these variables were optimised within a constrained range covering the resonant
wavelength. The antenna substrate height (Da) was maintained at a constant of 6mm, except in instances
when the optimisation convergence was difficult to acquire, in an attempt to obtain a wide impedance
bandwidth [6, 7, 22], [40]-[50]. Another advantage of aperture coupled patches, compared with probe
and proximity-coupled feeds, is that both the slot and open circuit tuning stub provide additional design
parameters. The antenna performance is very sensitive to small variations in the slot and open circuit
stub dimensions [7], which can be used to enhance the design flexibility. The initial value for the slot
length (Slen) was set slightly shorter than the resonant length [47] but a longer than resonant length
could be obtained in the optimisation as good coupling could be acquired with a long slot [7]. The open
circuit stub dimensions (StubLen, StubWid), extending from the feed, have also been optimised and
this component has a significant role in altering the antenna’s impedance [48]. The antenna will need to
exhibit dual-frequency operation and, therefore, higher-order current modes will need to be excited to
acquire this performance [34] by allowing TM55 to be excited.
The antenna’s parameter abbreviations are given in Figure 3.1. A plan view of the antenna with these
parameters is presented in Figure 3.2.
Plen Patch length
Pwid Patch width
Slen Slot (aperture) length
Swid Slot (aperture) width
StubWid Open circuit stub width
StubLen Open circuit stub length
Ofset Feed offset from aperture centre
Da Antenna substrate height
Era Antenna substrate relative permittivity
Ltana Antenna substrate loss tangent
Df Feed substrate height
Erf Feed substrate relative permittivity
Ltanf Feed substrate loss tangent
Modes Number of TM current modes
Figure 3.1: Antenna parameter abbreviations.
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Figure 3.2: Plan view of an aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna.
3.3 Calculation of the Error Function
The error associated with each optimisation algorithm is determined by a specific error, cost or objective
function that compares the current antenna performance to the goal. The error functions implemented
in the optimisation strategies are presented in this section and an error magnitude of zero was specified
as the goal in all trials.
The four methods for computing the error function are:
• Least Squares
• Minimax
• Least Pth
• Worst Case
3.3.1 Least Squares Error Function
The error function, E as a function of frequency, is given by a triple summation in Equation 3.1 [51].
E =
∑
j
∑
f (
∑
iWij · |Rij(f)− gij |2)
Nj
(3.1)
where
Rij(f) is the response that is dependant upon the ith frequency f within the range j
gij is the goal specified for ith frequency over j
Wij is the weight factor specified for gij
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Fj specifies a collection of frequencies F in the range j
Nj specifies the number of frequencies in Fj
Two main elements contribute to Equation 3.1.
The error contribution, eij , is given by Equation 3.2 and will be equal to zero when the goal is satisfied.
eij(f) = |Rij(f)− gij |2 (3.2)
The total error function value over the frequency range Fj is given by Equation 3.3, where the weight
Wij is also incorporated. The weighting function is used to amplify the error for a particular goal.
Eij =Wij ·
∑
f ∈ Fj
eij(f) (3.3)
The sum of Eij is then divided by the number of frequencies Nj in the frequency range Fj .
HP-EEsof has an additional summation that contributes power levels to the Least Squares error function.
However power was not included in this work and, therefore, this contribution is not included in Equation
3.1.
3.3.2 Minimax Error Function
A Minimax approach minimises the maximum error in a set of iterations. In the Minimax error function
determination [51], the cost function U is the maximum error function for the ith frequency regardless
of sign and this maximum, or “worst case”, is reduced the most through the optimisation algorithm.
U = maxi(Ei) (3.4)
where
Ei =Wi · ei(f) (3.5)
A Minimax solution is reached when the objective has been met at the required frequencies [51]. When
U > 0, the error function has not met the goal, otherwise U < 0 indicates that the goal has been met.
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3.3.3 Least Pth Error Function
The Least P th error function is only used when the Least Pth optimiser is invoked and is similar to the
Least Squares error function [51]. The Least Pth algorithm raises the sum of the error for a specified
frequency range to the power of the inverse of P , i.e. the root of P . The value of P can be 2, 4, 8 or
16 and can be specified by the user or incremented automatically. This technique potentially increases
the higher valued errors which are enlarged compared with those with small values. A smooth transition
to a Minimax solution can occur since P is sequentially incremented [51]. As with the Minimax error
function, the maximum error is first computed as
Emax = maxi(Ei) (3.6)
where the sign is determined. This value is then used to determine the objective function U . It is
interesting to point out that the error Ei will become negative when the response falls within the required
region, hence only responses that fall outside the required space are considered.
U =
 ∑
i,Ei>0
(Ei)P
 1P if Emax > 0 (3.7)
U = 0 if Emax = 0 (3.8)
U = −
(∑
i
(−Ei)−P
)−1
P
if Emax < 0 (3.9)
In the case when Emax > 0 only positive valued errors are incorporated into the objective function.
The error function falls with specification when Emax < 0. Even after the goal has been satisfied the
objective function will endevour to improve the result further. This is achieved by using Equation 3.9 as
the objective function.
3.3.4 Worst Case Error Function
This cost function internally negates the Least Squares error function, hence the error function seeks a
maximum solution. This can be seen in Equation 3.10.
E =
∑
j
∑
f (−
∑
iWij · |Rij(f)− gij |2)
Nj
(3.10)
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3.4 Optimisation Algorithms Investigated
The optimisers offered in HP-EEsof [51] were evaluated for their suitability for optimising aperture
coupled microstrip patch antennas. Ten optimisers are available in HP-EEsof and each consists of an op-
timisation algorithm and an error function formulation. Six search methods, or optimisation algorithms,
are available. The number of optimisation trials or assessments are usually provided by the client and
govern the duration of the search. In addition, the search will terminate if all optimisation goals are met.
The ten optimisers available consist of the following:
• Random
• Random Minimax
• Gradient
• Gradient Minimax
• Quasi-Newton
• Least Pth
• Minimax
• Random Max
• Discrete
• Genetic
The six search methods are:
• Random
• Gradient
• Quasi-Newton
• Gauss-Newton/Quasi-Newton
• Direct
• Genetic Algorithm
The optimisers were used to search for the best solution by varying the following physical antenna
dimensions: antenna element length and width, slot length and width, short circuit stub length and
width and, if necessary, the thickness of the antenna substrate.
The Least Squares error function [51] is applied with the Gradient, Quasi-Newton, Random, Discrete
and Genetic optimisers. The Minimax error function calculation is applied in the Gradient Minimax,
Minimax and Random Minimax optimisers [51]. The Random Max optimiser utilises the Worst Case
cost function.
3.4.1 Random Search
This technique obtains new values by random selection using a random number generator [51]. This
strategy involves evaluating trials where the error is calculated for two new sets of antenna values. If one
of the new values acquires an error less than the initial value, then the set of values with the lowest error
is used as the starting point for the next trial. This process is continued until the goal has been satisfied
or the number of trials specified by the client have expired. The Random search is commonly used at
the early stages of the optimisation process when the error value is relatively large [51] or when a close
approximate solution is not known.
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3.4.2 Gradient Search
The Gradient search determines the Least Squares error function gradient when reducing the error [51].
In this technique each parameter is varied to follow the descending gradient until the gradient begins to
ascend or flatten [52]. One iteration comprises a set of evaluations where the error function moves along a
descending gradient, hence one iteration can take many gradient evaluations without finding a descending
error. The Gradient search has a stable property which implies that small changes in the optimised
parameters will produce small changes in the gradient [51]. The Gradient search is recommended for a
small initial error [51], i.e. when a close initial approximation of the solution can be made.
Gradient search techniques centre on Equation 3.11. Let ξ(a) represent a vector for an initial data set
on <n, where ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn) that will converge toward the goal and d(ξ(a)) be the search direction of
ξ(a), where a specifies the current fit and a+1 is the new fit. A variable metric gradient search direction
is implemented by HP-EEsof using a finite-difference approximation method. The search will involve
calculating the gradient vector that is comprised of partial derivatives of the error function with respect
to the data. A suitable constant ϕ is determined that will provide a linear search step size.
ξ(a+1) = ξa + ϕ(a)d(ξ(a)) (3.11)
where ξ ∈ <n
3.4.3 Quasi-Newton Search
Search methods that involve finding the gradient of a function as well as the function value are potentially
more robust in some instances compared with methods that only use the function evaluation [53]. The
Quasi-Newton search is one such method investigated in this work where the second-order derivative ap-
proximations of the Least Squares error function are implemented [51], [54]-[56]. In HP-EEsof, the second
order derivatives are estimated using the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell iterative formula or its compliment to
form an approximation for the Hessian matrix H. The Hessian matrix is a positive definite symmetrical
matrix of second-order derivative approximations produced from the first-order derivatives.
The gradient g(a) at a particular solution at iteration a is first determined [57]. The direction of the
search in Equation 3.11 is then determined using the Hessian matrix and gradient, as shown in Equation
3.12.
d(ξ(a)) = −H(a)g(a) (3.12)
The step size ϕ is then determined to minimise the objective function. Next, the Hessian matrix is
updated by combining the current matrix with correction matrices that are comprised of changes in the
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solution and gradient. The iteration a is then incremented.
Like the Gradient search, the Quasi-Newton technique ceases finding the gradient when the gradient
flattens or when the difference in gradient is less than 1 × 10−5. A new trial is initiated when the error
magnitude is decreased in an error evaluation. The number of trials is determined by a “transformation
of variables” [51].
3.4.4 Gauss-Newton/Quasi-Newton Search
The Gauss-Newton/Quasi-Newton search method is comprised of two stages and is implemented only by
the Minimax optimiser [51]. The first stage involves the Gaussian elimination procedure that is applied
to a linear system of Newton’s equations for solving a minimax problem, where the solution is obtained
by minimising the error of a maximum solution.
In the Least Squares optimisation, the cost function (ψ(ξ)) is minimised that equals the sum of squares,
as shown in 3.13.
min
ξ∈<n
ψ(ξ) =
1
2
∑
a
Ψ(a)(ξ)2 (3.13)
The direction is determined using the gradient vector (g(ξ)) and Hessian (H(ξ)) calculated as follows,
g(ξ) = 2J(ξ)TΨ(ξ) (3.14)
H(ξ) = 2J(ξ)TJ(ξ) + 2Q(ξ) (3.15)
where
J is the Jacobian matrix and
Q(ξ) =
∑
a
Ψ(a) ·H(a)(ξ)
The benefit of using this technique is that individual error function elements are evaluated and the largest
error component can be reduced the most. The second stage involves the use of the Quasi-Newton method
for approximating the second order derivatives for the Jacobian matrix.
3.4.5 Direct Search
Unlike gradient search methods, direct searches do not determine the derivatives of the objective function
[57]. These techniques simply compute the objective function values to determine the search direction. In
HP-EEsof, the Discrete optimiser solely applies this search where various combinations of discrete values
are tested and those that reduce the error function are saved, hence the number of trials is not directly
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specified by the user but is determined by the number of parameters to be optimised and the number of
discrete steps over which each parameter is optimised.
3.4.6 Genetic Algorithm Search
The Genetic algorithm is based on an evolution strategy governed by natural selection when searching for
an optimal solution. There are five steps involved in the optimisation process: representation, evaluation,
reproduction, cross-over and final mutation [51], [57]-[61]. The latter three steps are genetic operators
and various types exist. This optimisation process is depicted in Figure 3.3. 
Evaluation 
Reproduction 
Mutation 
Crossover 
Starting 
Population 
Representation 
Figure 3.3: Genetic algorithm flow chart.
In this technique, each parameter is initially coded or mapped into a binary string and the number of
bits used is determined automatically by HP-EEsof. The benefit of this technique is that the binary
alphabet offers the maximum number of representations per bit compared to other coding techniques.
These bits, referred to as elements, are placed in a certain position within the binary string, also known
as chromosomes, of finite bound. Each element that may effect performance is of equal length and should
be an optimal number that incudes all possible solutions. A set of strings is called a population.
An initial population of strings is produced by a random number generator in HP-EEsof. The performance
of each string within a population is then evaluated and compared with the goal. A Least Squares error
function is used to compute the fitness of each string, so strings that have a high fitness value are copied
and added to the next generation. In this way the search converges towards the goal and premature
convergence is avoided by the application of operations which maintain the diversity of populations.
The next step involves crossover, which is a type of breeding, where two strings of the given population
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are selected as parents and are used to create two new strings called children. The selection operator
employed in HP-EEsof for breeding is the one-point crossover method where parents are randomly paired
and, at a random location in the string of each pair, are cut and interchanged. This interchange produces
two children and the one-point crossover method is shown in Figure 3.4. Using a random method to pair
parents will try to prevent the search from being lodged in a local minimum [58].
String A 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
String B 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
}
Initial population
↖
crossover point
↙
Child A 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
Child B 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
}
Offspring
Figure 3.4: One-point crossover technique used as part of the Genetic algorithm in HP-EEsof.
The final step in this process involves mutation where every bit is compared and some of the children have
their bits randomly changed. The mutation phase seeks additional solutions and avoids the possibility of
converging to a local minimum.
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3.5 Antenna Optimisation Results
The aim of this work was to analyse the performance of various numerical optimisation algorithms when
optimising a single layer aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna to a specific impedance. Antenna
performance parameters, such as gain and efficiency, could not be included in the optimisation cost
function because these can not be referenced by HP-EEsof. In this section, the results for optimising the
antenna to match a 50Ω impedance at the L1 frequency and the input reflection coefficient of a transistor
at L1 and L2 frequencies are presented. However, for each result the impedance across the entire frequency
band(s) are presented as the entire frequency band is of interest to the designer. An intermediate point is
also presented as it represents a point where the search was lodged in a local minimum and/or a midway
point to indicate search progression. The goal was specified to have zero error in the endeavour that a
realisable antenna design may be obtained. The results obtained for each optimiser are presented at the
end of each subsection.
3.5.1 Antenna Optimisation to 50Ω at L1 Frequency
The schematic diagram and testbench arrangement used in HP-EEsof is illustrated in Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.7 respectively. It can be seen in Figure 3.7 that the goal was specified to the centre of the
normalised Smith Chart with a weight of 50. After some preliminary trials, it was noted that the
weighting factor did not appear to hasten the rate of convergence and a value of 50 was retained as this
value emphasised the error modestly when the search algorithm hovered near the goal. This weight value
was maintained when optimising the antenna to 50Ω impedance.
Figure 3.5: Schematic circuit of antenna when optimising to 50Ω.
The initial values when optimising the antenna to GPS L1 frequency are given in Figure 3.6 and the
corresponding definition for each of these values can be found in Figure 3.1. A Smith Chart impedance
frequency response for the initial design is illustrated in Figure 3.8 and it can be seen that the L1
impedance bandwidth is a considerable distance from the desired goal and optimisation is required.
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Plen 5.5cm > 6.42cm > 12cm
Pwid 5.5cm > 6.42cm > 15cm
Slen 5cm > 6.2cm > 8.5cm
Swid 1mm > 2.3mm > 2.5mm
StubWid 3mm > 3.5mm > 4cm
StubLen 1cm > 3.5cm > 7cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Modes 5, 5
Figure 3.6: Initial antenna dimensions when optimising to 50Ω at L1.
Figure 3.7: Testbench arrangement when optimising antenna to 50Ω at L1.
Figure 3.8: Impedance frequency response across L1 band using initial antenna dimensions when opti-
mising to 50Ω.
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Random Optimiser
The Random optimiser was first investigated and the impedance results are presented in the Smith Chart
in Figure 3.9 before, during and after the optimisation. The Random method was successful in acquiring
a solution very close to the goal after approximately one hour and two minutes. The algorithm was able
to converge to a solution reasonably quickly. In the initial phase, it was able to reach the intermediate
value after about 39 minutes, then becoming wedged in a local minimum around this point. A further 19
minutes of optimising was then required to evade confinement within this local minimum and continue
converging to an appropriate solution. The antenna dimensions for the final solution are as shown in
Figure 3.10. Generally a smooth convergence rate was exhibited by the optimiser. The final antenna
design exhibits a very narrow bandwidth, as can be seen in the Smith Chart given in Figure 3.9 over the
L1 band.
Figure 3.9: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random optimiser for 50Ω
design at L1.
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Plen 8.2337cm
Pwid 14.8457cm
Slen 6.8938cm
Swid 1.3669mm
StubWid 1.1047cm
StubLen 6.11cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Figure 3.10: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random optimiser for 50Ω design at L1.
Random Minimax Optimiser
Similar results to the Random optimiser were obtained using the Random Minimax optimiser and these
results are shown in Figure 3.11. Again the algorithm was able to easily converge to a local minimum
near the intermediate point and more time was consumed converging to a global minimum. About 6
minutes were required to reach the intermediate point and another hour and 37 minutes were required
to reach the final solution. The Random Minimax search initially converged significantly faster than the
Random search then slowed considerably once it arrived near the intermediate point. The final antenna
dimensions are shown in Figure 3.12 and these are similar to those obtained by the Random optimiser,
which are presented in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random Minimax opti-
miser for 50Ω design at L1.
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Plen 9.61492cm
Pwid 14.3105cm
Slen 6.17363cm
Swid 1.38505mm
StubWid 3.179245cm
StubLen 5.939712cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Figure 3.12: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random Minimax optimiser for 50Ω design at
L1.
Least Pth Optimiser
The Least Pth search was only partially successful in obtaining a solution. The results are shown in
Figure 3.14 and the antenna dimensions in Figure 3.13. As it can be seen by the evolution of the input
impedance in Figure 3.14, the optimiser was lodged in a local minimum and was unable to evade this
confinement before discontinuing with zero gradient after one hour and 25 minutes of searching. The
optimiser tended to become wedged in a local minimum near the intermediate value and it was necessary
to restart the simulation or make small changes in the antenna dimensions in an attempt to overshoot the
local minimum. Restarting the simulation is very impractical as it could consume a considerable amount
of time and may not necessarily lead to better results. In some instances the algorithm was immovable
from the local minimum after several days of searching. Slight perturbations of the antenna parameters
did not prove to be advantageous as the search converged to the same solution near the intermediate
point. The antenna substrate height and feed substrate height were also included in the search in an
attempt to acquire a suitable solution. However, a better option was to utilise another search algorithm.
The results shown in Figure 3.14 are not the typical results achieved using this optimiser. These results
indicate that in some instances it is possible for this search to digress from the local minimum. For the
results shown in Figure 3.14 the intermediate value was obtained after about 13 minutes and the final
solution after 1 hour and 24 minutes.
Plen 6.45304cm
Pwid 14.9997cm
Slen 6.67502cm
Swid 1.41097mm
StubWid 3.0014mm
StubLen 3.7995cm
Ofset 0
Da 6.1858mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 1.326mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Figure 3.13: Final patch dimensions after implementing Least Pth optimiser for 50Ω design at L1.
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Figure 3.14: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Least Pth optimiser for
50Ω design at L1.
Genetic Optimiser
The Genetic optimiser consumed considerable time to converge compared with the Random and Random
Minimax optimisers. The same type of convergence pattern also appeared in this search as with the
Random Minimax, where the algorithm was confined in a local minimum near the intermediate point
for a considerable period of time. The results presented in Figure 3.15, show that the Genetic optimiser
managed to obtain a very good solution but this was not the case in most trials. This optimiser tended to
become lodged at a local minimum near the intermediate value. Therefore the antenna substrate height
Da was varied between 3mm and 9mm for additional freedom, however this additional degree of freedom
did not improve the result in most trials. The intermediate values were obtained after 20 iterations in
12.3 minutes and the final results were obtained after a further 37 minutes. The final dimensions for this
patch antenna that exhibited uncharacteristic convergence behaviour are shown in Figure 3.16. These
results were obtained after an uninterrupted search, i.e. without stopping the optimisation and manually
changing some parameters to overshoot the local minimum. It also proves that the Genetic optimiser is
able to occasionally obtain a good solution in a relatively short amount of time, although this was not
the usual behaviour of this algorithm.
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Figure 3.15: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Genetic optimiser for 50Ω
design at L1.
Plen 7.3098cm
Pwid 6.05882cm
Slen 6.74709cm
Swid 1.723529mm
StubWid 1.5478cm
StubLen 6.2694cm
Ofset 0
Da 8.7882mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 1.3949mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Modes 5
Figure 3.16: Final patch dimensions after implementing Genetic optimiser for 50Ω design at L1.
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Other Optimisers
The remaining optimisers were unsuccessful in optimising the antenna to the required impedance. The
Gradient, Gradient Minimax and Quasi-Newton optimisers did not make significant progress and termi-
nated after several iterations when initiating with both a large and small error. Similarly, the Discrete
optimiser did not make any progress even though it evaluated tens of thousands of iterations when start-
ing at both a large error and a small error. The Minimax search managed to make little progress and
stopped with zero gradient after 11 trials. The final result is shown in Figure 3.17. The antenna substrate
height Da was also varied between 3mm and 9mm but this did not improve the result.
Figure 3.17: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Minimax optimiser for 50Ω design
at L1.
The Random Max optimiser simulation was ended prematurely since it converged away from the goal.
The Smith Chart in Figure 3.18 shows the antenna’s impedance after 250 evaluations and the results
clearly indicate that the search is diverging from the global minimum.
Optimiser Comparison
Figure 3.19 presents the comparison of the convergence rate of the optimisers that produced the best
results. Judging by the results obtained in this section, it can be seen that gradient and direct based
search algorithms were not effective in patch antenna design to a 50Ω match.
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Figure 3.18: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Pth optimiser for 50Ω design at
L1.
Both random optimisers were successful in converging to a solution, however the rate of convergence was
dissimilar. The Random optimiser had a steady convergence and reached a suitable solution quicker than
the Random Minimax. This trend was evident in most of the test trials and indicates the impact the
cost function produces on the overall rate of convergence. In the Least Pth search, the value of P was
incremented automatically starting with a value of 2 and ending with 16, where the search exhausted itself
and halted. As can be seen in Figure 3.19, the variation in P did not accentuate the error as hoped in an
endeavour to reach a favourable solution. The Genetic optimiser was able to obtain a solution faster than
the two random optimisers but, as already mentioned, this is not the usual behaviour demonstrated by
this search. In most cases, the optimiser has to be restarted or slight variations in the antenna dimensions
were made in the hope this would overshoot the saddle point. Most solutions converged to a point near
the intermediate value in a similar timeframe as the Random Minimax. This example, however, proves
that it is possible for the Genetic optimiser to converge to a suitable solution quicker than the remaining
optimisers, however the overall time to obtain this may not be practical as the optimisation was reset
numerous times. Overall the most robust performance was achieved with the Random and the Random
Minimax methods.
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Optimiser Comparison
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Figure 3.19: Optimisation performance when optimising to 50Ω at L1.
3.5.2 Optimisation to Source Reflection Coefficient at L1 Frequency
The schematic diagram for this investigation is illustrated in Figure 3.20 and the testbench arrangement
is almost identical as in Figure 3.7, the only discrepancy being the goal magnitude and angle where
specified to match the transistor’s source reflection coefficient (Γs) at the L1 frequency. The design
technique used to derive the reflection coefficient is presented in Chapter 4. The desired goal at L1 was
Γs = 0.65076 41.79◦ and the weight value of 300 and 1 was given for the complex magnitude and angle
respectively. These were assigned since the preliminary investigations revealed that the impedance phase
can be easily met, however the magnitude posed a challenge and a weight of 300 seemed to be appropriate.
The same initial starting values are shown in Figure 3.6 and the impedance results, using these starting
values, are shown in Figure 3.21.
The effect of the antenna feed, illustrated in Figure 3.22, was also incorporated into the optimisation
scheme as it coupled the antenna to the transistor’s Gate. An open circuit stub at a quarter wavelength
(λ/4) was attached to the feed as part of the transistor’s biasing, which is discussed further in Chapter
4. The λ/4 stub high impedance line was 18.83mm long and was attached to ground using a via. It
was found that HP-EEsof was unable to accurately analyse the effect of the via connected to ground due
to the fact that this model does not accurately consider the inductance in the via post [62]. Therefore,
Ensemble CAD software was used to analyse the feed section. The feed performance, in terms of Scattering
Parameters (S-parameters), was used in the HP-EEsof analysis and is contained in the data file feedl1 as
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illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.20. Port 1 in Figure 3.22 was connected to the antenna
and Port 2 was connected to a microstrip line TL1, where the variation in length of TL1 was included
in the optimisation. A microstrip line 0.45mm wide was used to create a 50Ω line between Ports 1 and
2. The TL1 line width was also 0.45mm and its initial length was 2mm.
l
l l
l
l ll ll
Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of antenna and feed when optimising to Γs at L1.
Figure 3.21: Impedance frequency response using initial antenna dimensions when optimising to Γs at
L1.
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Figure 3.22: Antenna feed.
Random Optimiser
The evolution of the input impedance frequency response over the entire L1 band when implementing
the Random search is presented in Figure 3.24. As can be seen from the impedance plot, the search
was successful in optimising the antenna after 1,765 iterations, which continued for 50 minutes and 25
seconds. The intermediate design was obtained very quickly after six iterations. The optimisation was
stopped soon after the the final results were obtained as the error function was not reduced any further.
The final antenna dimensions are shown in Figure 3.23 and a reflection coefficient value of 0.65196 41.79◦
at L1 was obtained.
Plen 7.276cm
Pwid 14.643cm
Slen 6.749cm
Swid 1.01mm
StubWid 3.587cm
StubLen 2.98cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 0.587cm
Figure 3.23: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random optimiser for Γs design at L1.
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Figure 3.24: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random optimiser for Γs
design at L1.
Random Minimax Optimiser
The Random Minimax search was also successful in optimising an antenna close to the required reflection
coefficient Γs, as can be seen by the impedance progression presented in Figure 3.25, and the final antenna
dimensions in Figure 3.38. This algorithm persisted for about 32 minutes and 15 seconds to converge
to its final solution and the error function did not significantly change with continued optimisation. As
with the Random optimiser, an intermediate value was obtained after merely six iterations. The final
impedance response at L1 was 0.6512 6 41.95◦ as presented in the Smith Chart in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random Minimax opti-
miser for Γs design at L1.
Plen 5.5507cm
Pwid 14.999cm
Slen 6.1386cm
Swid 1.9668mm
StubWid 3.255cm
StubLen 5.882cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 8.967mm
Figure 3.26: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random Minimax optimiser for Γs design at
L1.
Gradient Optimiser
The Gradient search was not particularly successful in optimising the antenna. The optimisation ceased
with zero gradient after 18 minutes and the final impedance value was found at a local minimum near
the intermediate values of both random optimisers. The desired impedance magnitude was difficult to
obtain but the desired angle was obtained effortlessly. A number of trials were tested and similar results
were obtained, even after continuing new trials from the previous results no notable progress was made.
The continuation of the optimisation after the previous trial ended with a zero gradient and did not yield
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desired results. The weights were varied between 1 and 1,000, however this did not appear to aid the
optimiser in finding a better solution. The Smith Chart impedance plot is illustrated in Figure 3.27 and
the antenna dimensions are given in Figure 3.28. The results obtained clearly indicate that this optimiser
managed to reduce the error function substantially and the final error value was 11.4 after 460 evaluations
and remained at this magnitude until the optimisation ceased.
Figure 3.27: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Gradient optimiser for Γs design
at L1.
Plen 6.0199cm
Pwid 5.8521cm
Slen 5.9575cm
Swid 2.3063mm
StubWid 3.2506cm
StubLen 1.6963cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 1.4156cm
Figure 3.28: Final patch dimensions after implementing Gradient optimiser for Γs design at L1.
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Gradient Minimax Optimiser
Reasonably successful results were obtained using the Gradient Minimax optimiser prior to its termination
with a zero gradient after 921 iterations. The Smith Chart impedance plot is presented in Figure 3.29
and the antenna dimensions in Figure 3.30. The initial error function value was reduced to a value of
0.016478 only after 860 iterations. As with the Gradient optimiser, varying the weight or Da did not
aid the optimisation. However, the results obtained using the Gradient Minimax method were better
compared to those obtained using the Gradient optimiser.
Figure 3.29: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Gradient Minimax optimiser for
Γs design at L1.
Plen 6.3066cm
Pwid 13.422cm
Slen 5.121cm
Swid 1.0mm
StubWid 1.2053cm
StubLen 3.2018cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 1cm
Figure 3.30: Final patch dimensions after implementing Gradient Minimax optimiser for Γs design at
L1.
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Quasi-Newton Optimiser
The initial and final impedance frequency response results for the Quasi-Newton optimiser are illustrated
in Figure 3.31. The algorithm was unsuccessful in obtaining a solution close to the goal and terminated
after almost 9 minutes, which involved 479 evaluations. It is interesting to note that only the feed lengths
were varied by the optimiser. The optimiser terminated with a final error function value of 4,479.512.
Only the feed length was changed to TL1 = 0.999cm. Restarting the optimisation based on the previous
results did not contribute to a better solution.
Figure 3.31: Final patch impedance frequency response after implementing Quasi-Newton optimiser for
Γs design at L1.
Least Pth Optimiser
The Least Pth optimiser was successful in optimising the antenna and this method exhibited similar
performance to the gradient methods. An intermediate error of 69.036 was obtained after 62 iterations
with P = 2 when the search terminated due to no decrease in the objective function gradient. The
optimisation was restarted at this local minimum, which managed to find a final solution after another
79 minutes and 39 seconds. Unlike in the results obtained with this optimiser when optimising to 50Ω,
the value of P did influence the error magnitude in this simulation as illustrated in Figure 3.34. The
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impedance response plot across the L1 band and the final antenna dimensions are presented in Figures
3.32 and 3.38 respectively. The antenna substrate thickness was also included in the optimisation, however
including this parameter in the optimisation did not aid the rate of convergence.
Figure 3.32: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Least Pth optimiser for
Γs design at L1.
Plen 6.094cm
Pwid 14.98cm
Slen 6.702cm
Swid 2.3mm
StubWid 2.755cm
StubLen 3.5cm
Ofset 0
Da 6.01mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 0.997cm
Figure 3.33: Final patch dimensions after implementing Least Pth optimiser for Γs design at L1.
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Least Pth Optimiser
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Figure 3.34: Least Pth performance detailing the effect of P .
Discrete Optimiser
Two approaches were implemented when determining the performance of this method beginning with a
large cost value. Firstly, in Trial 1 the antenna parameters varied in the same range as in the previous
optimisation trials presented. Small steps were assigned that would potentially provide an accurate
result, as shown in Figure 3.35, which required 1,240,076,288 evaluations with an initial error magnitude
of 318,803.2. The impedance plot for Trial 1 could not be saved since the final results are updated once
the optimisation is complete. A relatively smooth exponential convergence was exhibited by the optimiser
and the an error value of 0.000949 was obtained after 307,591 trials. Secondly, in Trial 2 fewer parameters
were varied and in larger steps, as shown in Figure 3.36, which required 451,440 evaluations. Trial 2 was
successful in reducing the error to 0.71937 after 6,710 evaluations. This search technique indicates that
good results could be obtained by determining a combination of discrete values. However a a significantly
greater amount of time is required compared, for instance, with the Random searches. The Smith Chart
impedance plot for Trial 2 is given in Figure 3.37.
5.5cm < Plen < 12cm, step: 0.5cm
5.5cm < Pwid < 15cm, step: 0.5cm
5cm < Slen < 8.5cm, step: 0.5mm
1mm < Swid < 2.5mm, step: 0.5mm
0.3cm < StubWid < 4cm, step: 0.5mm
1cm < StubLen < 7cm, step: 0.5cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
1mm < TL1 < 5mm, step: 1mm
Figure 3.35: Antenna parameters varied using the Discrete optimiser to match Γs at L1 for Trial 1.
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5.5cm < Plen < 12cm, step: 0.5cm
5.5cm < Pwid < 15cm, step: 0.5cm
5cm < Slen < 8.5cm, step: 0.5mm
1mm < Swid < 2.5mm, step: 0.5mm
0.3cm < StubWid < 4cm, step: 1mm
1cm < StubLen < 7cm, step: 1cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 2mm
Figure 3.36: Antenna parameters varied using the Discrete optimiser to match Γs at L1 for Trial 2.
Figure 3.37: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Discrete optimiser (Trial 2) for
Γs design at L1.
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Plen 7.5cm
Pwid 15cm
Slen 8.3cm
Swid 1mm
StubWid 0.35cm
StubLen 3.5cm
Ofset 0
Da 6.0mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 2mm
Figure 3.38: Final patch dimensions after implementing Discrete optimiser (Trial 2) for Γs design at
L1.
Genetic Optimiser
The impedance response results for the Genetic optimiser are illustrated in Figure 3.39 and the final
antenna dimensions are presented in Figure 3.40. This optimiser has been reasonably successful in
optimising the antenna very close to the desired impedance within about 10 minutes and 20 seconds.
Preliminary trials indicated that the Genetic search performed better when the antenna substrate was
included in the optimisation.
Figure 3.39: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Genetic optimiser for Γs
design at L1.
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Plen 6.729cm
Pwid 14.09cm
Slen 7.749cm
Swid 1.942mm
StubWid 3.802cm
StubLen 5.092cm
Ofset 0
Da 7.91mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 0.489cm
Figure 3.40: Final patch dimensions after implementing Genetic optimiser for Γs design at L1.
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Figure 3.41: Optimisation comparison when optimising to L1.
A comparison of each algorithm is shown in Figure 3.41 presenting the results for the algorithms that were
at least partially successful in reducing the error. Clearly, the optimisation to Γs was easier and quicker
compared to 50Ω. This is expected since the aperture coupled patch antenna’s complex impedance phase
is very responsive to small variations in its physical dimensions. A logarithmic scale is used for the error
magnitude.
As seen in the previous subsection, both random searches were very successful in converging to a solution
quickly. Very good results were obtained by the Gradient, Genetic, Least Pth and Discrete optimisers,
however the convergence rate was much better in the random search techniques.
The Minimax optimiser did not make any progress in finding a solution and terminated, due zero gradient,
after several iterations. The Gradient search with a Minimax error function was not robust to converge to
the global minimum, which suggests that this search approach tends to be unsuitable for antenna design.
The Random Max optimiser diverged from the goal and was stopped prematurely.
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3.5.3 Optimisation to Source Reflection Coefficient at L1 & L2 Frequencies
The next phase involved optimising the antenna to the reflection coefficient at both L1 and L2 frequencies.
The initial values selected were centred at 1.4GHz and the variation range for these dimensions are
presented in Figure 3.44. At this frequency, the λ/4 stub high impedance line was 21.13mm. The
impedance frequency response is presented in the Smith Chart plot, using the initial values, and is
illustrated in Figure 3.43. The reflection coefficient value at L1 and L2 are Γs = 0.65076 41.79◦ and
Γs = 0.64936 29.82◦ respectively.
l
l
Figure 3.42: Testbench arrangement when optimising to Γs at L1 & L2.
Figure 3.43: Impedance frequency response across L1 and L2 bands using initial antenna dimensions
when optimising to Γs at L1 & L2.
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Plen 5.5cm > 7.1cm > 12cm
Pwid 5.5cm > 7.1cm > 15.5cm
Slen 5cm > 6.8cm > 12cm
Swid 0.9mm > 2.3mm > 2.5mm
StubWid 3mm > 35mm > 4cm
StubLen 1mm > 3.5cm > 7cm
Ofset 0
Da 3mm > 6mm > 9mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Figure 3.44: Initial dimensions when optimising to Γs at L1 & L2.
Random Optimiser
The Random optimiser managed to optimise to impedance values close to the desired goal. The progres-
sion of the impedance frequency response at both L1 and L2 are illustrated in Figure 3.45 for both the
initial and intermediate design. The final result over the both GPS frequency bands in Figure 3.46. The
intermediate design was obtained relatively quickly after 217 iterations and just over 26 minutes. The
final antenna dimensions are given in Figure 3.47. A total of about 84 hours and 27 minutes was required
to obtain the final result.
Figure 3.45: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random optimiser for Γs
design at L1 & L2.
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Figure 3.46: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Random optimiser for Γs design
at L1 & L2.
Plen 6.173cm
Pwid 11.093cm
Slen 5.945cm
Swid 1.29mm
StubWid 1.192cm
StubLen 1.436cm
Ofset 0
Da 8.718mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
Modes 5
TL1 5.73mm
Figure 3.47: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random optimiser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
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Random Minimax Optimiser
Very good results were also obtained using the Random Minimax optimiser. Progression of the impedance
frequency response at both L1 and L2 are illustrated in Figure 3.48 for both the initial and intermediate
design. The final result over the both GPS frequency bands in Figure 3.50. The intermediate design
was obtained after 7,443 iterations and just over 21 hours and 22 minutes with an error magnitude of
121.987. The final error function value of 8.52 was obtained after 24,897 evaluations, which involved a
total optimisation time of 71 hours and 48 minutes. Significantly better results could not be obtained
after this point and the final antenna dimensions are given in Figure 3.49.
Figure 3.48: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Random Minimax opti-
miser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
Plen 6.085cm
Pwid 14.99cm
Slen 6.515cm
Swid 2.292mm
StubWid 7.88mm
StubLen 5.093cm
Ofset 0
Da 8.093mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 5.0mm
Figure 3.49: Final patch dimensions after implementing Random Minimax optimiser for Γs design at
L1 & L2.
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Figure 3.50: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Random optimiser for Γs design
at L1 & L2.
Gradient Optimiser
The Gradient optimiser terminated the search due to zero error gradient after 14 trials, which involved
313 iterations. The simulation was restarted again using these values and the final result produced an
error magnitude of 4,976.7 after 12 trials in which 276 iterations were performed. The error was initially
reduced at the same rate as the Random optimiser. The final results are shown in Figure 3.51 and the
final dimensions are shown in Figure 3.52. Additional trials were investigated including Da in the search,
however better results could not be obtained. Applying this optimiser to a design trial beginning with
an error function less than 100 did not produce any better results. These results indicate that this search
may not be suitable for dual-frequency antenna optimisation.
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Figure 3.51: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Gradient optimiser for Γs design
at L1 & L2.
Plen 11.28cm
Pwid 8.392cm
Slen 11.99cm
Swid 2.5mm
StubWid 1.687cm
StubLen 3.872cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 2.88mm
Figure 3.52: Final patch dimensions after implementing Gradient optimiser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
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Gradient Minimax Optimiser
The Gradient Minimax optimiser converged to a local minimum with an error magnitude of 6,657.792
after 806 iterations in its 39th trial. The optimisation was restarted from these values, however no
progress was made. The impedance response Smith Chart for this design is illustrated in Figure 3.53
and the antenna dimensions in Figure 3.54. The final results indicate that this technique was not able
to converge to a suitable solution. The antenna substrate height was also varied in the optimisation,
however its value was not changed in the final design.
Figure 3.53: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Gradient Minimax optimiser for
Γs design at L1 & L2.
Plen 7.021cm
Pwid 14.986cm
Slen 5cm
Swid 1mm
StubWid 1.054cm
StubLen 3.682cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 4.27mm
Figure 3.54: Final patch dimensions after implementing Gradient Minimax optimiser for Γs design at
L1 & L2.
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Least Pth Optimiser
The Least Pth optimiser was successful in initially reducing the error, however a result close to the goal
could not be obtained. An initial error function of 280,608.2 was reduced to 93.195 with P=16 after an
hour and 37 minutes. The input impedance is illustrated on the Smith Chart in Figure 3.55 and the
final antenna dimensions are given in Figure 3.56. The effect of P during the optimisation is illustrated
in Figure 3.57. Looking at the final impedance frequency response in Figure 3.55, this search technique
performed better compared with the Gradient searches and approximately the same convergence rate was
obtained as in the Random optimiser.
Figure 3.55: Progression of patch impedance frequency response implementing Least Pth optimiser for
Γs design at L1 & L2.
Plen 6.747cm
Pwid 13.87cm
Slen 5cm
Swid 2.3mm
StubWid 1.458cm
StubLen 7.9cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 5.79mm
Figure 3.56: Final patch dimensions after implementing Least Pth optimiser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
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Least Pth Optimiser
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Figure 3.57: Least Pth performance detailing the effect of P .
Genetic Optimiser
The Genetic optimiser was reasonably successful in obtaining a solution near the goal, although a number
of trials revealed that this was not the general trend. However, it does prove that it is possible to converge
close to the goal. Again,Da was varied in the search as the preliminary trials indicated better convergence.
The intermediate value was obtained after about 8 minutes and the final result was obtained after 21
hours and 56 minutes. This result could not be improved although another 800 iterations (just over
12 hours) were initiated. The results presented in Figure 3.59 were not the typical evolution behaviour
obtained using this optimiser, rather most simulations converged to a saddle point near the intermediate
value. The impedance plot and design solution are presented in Figures 3.59 and 3.58 respectively.
Plen 6.502cm
Pwid 12.62cm
Slen 5.851cm
Swid 1.535mm
StubWid 1.475cm
StubLen 5.502cm
Ofset 0
Da 8.27mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 3.93mm
Figure 3.58: Final patch dimensions when implementing Genetic optimiser to Γs at L1 & L2.
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Figure 3.59: Final patch dimensions after implementing Genetic optimiser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
Discrete Optimiser
Two trials were again performed with the Discrete optimiser each with a different set of parameters
optimised. Both trials began with an initial error function of 2.1× 107.
The starting antenna dimensions for Trial 1 are presented in Figure 3.60 which had a smaller step size
in an endeavour to find a suitable solution. This trail required 1,240,076,288 evaluations, however it was
ended prematurely as the error function was not reduced less than 4× 105 after 10,000 evaluations.
The step size was increased in Trial 2 and fewer antenna dimensions were optimised, as detailed in Figure
3.61. This method failed to find a reasonable solution, however better impedance results were obtained
compared with Trial 1. The optimisation ended after 596,400 iterations with an error function value
of 292.53. The final impedance values at L1 and L2 are Γs = 0.7226 28.13◦ and Γs = 0.9396 41.92◦
respectively after 259,561 iterations. The final antenna dimensions are presented in Figure 3.62 and the
final impedance plot is illustrated in Figure 3.63.
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5.5cm < Plen < 12cm, step: 0.5cm
5.5cm < Pwid < 15cm, step: 0.5cm
5cm < Slen < 12cm, step: 0.5mm
1mm < Swid < 2.5mm, step: 0.5mm
0.3cm < StubWid < 4cm, step: 0.5mm
1cm < StubLen < 7cm, step: 0.5cm
Ofset 0
3mm < Da < 9mm, step: 1mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
1mm < TL1 < 5mm, step: 1mm
Figure 3.60: Antenna parameters varied using the Discrete optimiser to match Γs at L1 & L2 for Trial
1.
5.5cm < Plen < 12cm, step: 0.5cm
5.5cm < Pwid < 15cm, step: 0.5cm
5cm < Slen < 12cm, step: 1mm
1mm < Swid < 2.5mm, step: 1mm
0.3cm < StubWid < 4cm, step: 0.5cm
1cm < StubLen < 7cm, step: 1cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 2mm
Figure 3.61: Antenna parameters varied using the Discrete optimiser to match Γs at L1 & L2 for Trial
2.
Plen 6.0cm
Pwid 5.5cm
Slen 5.4cm
Swid 2.0mm
StubWid 3mm
StubLen 3cm
Ofset 0
Da 6mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 0.5076mm
Erf 10.5
Ltanf 0.0023
TL1 2mm
Figure 3.62: Final patch dimensions after implementing Discrete optimiser for Γs design at L1 & L2.
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Figure 3.63: Final patch impedance frequency response implementing Discrete optimiser (Trial 2) for Γs
design at L1 & L2.
Remaining Optimisers
The Quasi-Newton, Minimax, Discrete and Random Max optimisers were unsuccessful in obtaining a
reasonable design that could be combined with a low noise amplifier.
The Quasi-Newton optimiser managed to invoke 73 iterations before terminating the search due to zero
gradient. The error did not reduce less than 2.0× 105 and only the feed length changed from the initial
value. These results indicate that this search may not suitable for dual-frequency antenna optimisation.
Restarting the optimisation from either the initial values or from the previous set of results did not make
any progress.
The Minimax optimiser did not make any progress and terminated due to zero gradient in determining
the error function after several iterations.
As in the previous investigations, the Random Max optimiser increase the error rather than converging
to the global minimum. The search was terminated and the results have not been saved.
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Optimiser Comparison
The performance of the more successful optimisers is graphically presented in Figure 3.64 for the optimis-
ers that were at least partially successful. The results indicate that the Random, Least Pth, Gradient with
Minimax error function and Genetic searches were successful in greatly reducing the initial error. How-
ever, both random searches and the Genetic optimiser were robust in converging to a solution reasonably
near the goal.
Both Random and Random Minimax optimisers provided the best results when optimising to the source
reflection coefficient (Γs) at both L1 and L2. These searches have been able to evade a local minimum
and are suitable for this type of constrained optimisation problems if a solution exists. These search
techniques have also proven useful when initiating the search from either a large error or a small error
magnitude.
A direct search involving a combination of discrete values has performed inadequately in this type of
problem, as seen by the Discrete optimiser performance in Figure 3.64. Even when starting from an
initial point close to the final solution, this optimiser was unable to converge to a better solution. A
directed search, Genetic algorithm in this case, performed much better compared with the Discrete
search or gradient searches. Although the Genetic search tended to be lodged in a local minimum in
most trials it potentially can find a suitable solution, even when starting with a small error function.
Generally, the random searches performed better.
Generally when optimising to Γs at both L1 and L2 frequency points, it was easier to obtain a value
at Γs at L1. This is evident in the intermediate solution obtained using either random searches. It is
interesting to note that the optimisers using the Minimax error function performed better than the Least
Squares error function.
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Figure 3.64: Optimisation comparison when optimising to L1 & L2.
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3.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter began with a overview of the parameters optimised for an aperture coupled microstrip patch
antenna. This was followed by a dissertation on the optimisation algorithms employed and the results
obtained when optimising the antenna to 50Ω and transistor source reflection coefficient (Γs) at L1 and
L2 frequency points.
The Random search, with either Least Squares or Minimax error function, has shown to be the most
robust when matching the antenna to 50Ω. A suitable antenna design with a return loss of greater than
10 dB in less than an hour using these optimisers has been achieved. The Genetic optimiser tended
to converge to a local minimum in most trials, however the search can evade this saddle point and an
excellent result could be obtained. Reasonable results could be obtained using the Least Pth optimiser,
however this search needed to be restarted to avoid converging to a local minimum. Searches involving
derivative evaluation for direction finding did not perform well, such as the Gradient and Quasi-Newton
optimisers. The Discrete optimiser, which implements a direct search technique, also proved to perform
badly.
The aperture coupled patch antenna can be designed to have a specific complex impedance. As expected,
the results indicate that it is easier to converge to Γs at L1 compared to a 50Ω impedance match
at the same frequency. The best searches have been the Random, Least Pth, Discrete and Genetic
algorithm. Even though the Discrete search has been successful in obtaining a suitable solution, it is very
time consuming compared with the other searches. The work was further developed to investigate the
viability of matching this type of antenna to two complex frequency points rather than the conventional
50Ω impedance.
Optimising to Γs at both L1 and L2 posed a considerable challenge, however the results prove that it is
possible to match these impedance points using a single layered aperture coupled patch antenna. From
the results obtained, it can be clearly seen that the best optimisation algorithms for optimising aperture
coupled patch antennas to dual-frequency points are Random searches. The Genetic search, and to a
lesser extent the Least Pth, have the potential to perform well when optimising to dual-frequency points.
However, both of these algorithms have a tendency to converge to a local minimum and were unable to
evade this saddle confinement in most trials. It was necessary to stop the optimisation and perturb the
dimensions slightly before continuing. Overall, in dual-frequency optimisation it has been observed that
it has been easier to optimise to the L2 frequency point compared with the L1 frequency. The impedance
phase has been relatively simple to optimise, however the magnitude proved to be the most difficult.
From these results obtained, the Genetic and Least Pth optimisers are best suited for the initial phase in
a dual-frequency optimisation when the error function is relatively large. When the optimiser becomes
lodged in a saddle point, random based optimisers are robust enough to converge to a potential global
minimum. Searches involving determining derivatives for direction finding performed poorly.
The Genetic and Discrete optimisers are directed and direct search techniques respectively. The Genetic
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optimiser involves a decision-making component that has made it a more effective search technique. Al-
though a suitable solution exists, surprisingly, the Genetic search did not converge to a suitable solution in
every trial and became locked in a local minimum. However, this technique of restarting the optimisation
could take a longer period of time to obtain a suitable solution compared with implementing a Random
search technique. Perhaps using a Genetic algorithm where priori knowledge is required could produce
improved results or another breeding technique could enable the search to perform better. Although the
Genetic algorithm technique is a directed random search, it is not as robust as a purely Random search.
The unconstrained searches, which involve determining the derivatives of the objective function, have
performed inadequately in reducing the error function for the dual-frequency problem presented. Either
starting with a large error or a significantly smaller error function did not aid the search. These algorithms
are unsuitable for optimising an antenna as they converged to a local minimum that exists at a significant
distance from the goal or are not able to progress from the initial starting point. Similarly, even if initiating
the search for a small error still did not reach a better solution.
In each of the three search objectives mentioned in this chapter, the optimisation searches that did not
converge to a suitable solution indicates that the way in which the objective function was calculated
appears to be inadequate in converging to a solution for that particular objective. The achievements
in this section will be implemented in creating an active antenna, which will be continued in the next
chapter.
Chapter 4
Active Antenna Design
This chapter describes the process involved in designing a low noise amplifier connected to the aperture
coupled microstrip patch antenna as part of the front-end section of a GPS receiver. A dual-band active
antenna design is presented, including simulated and measured results.
4.1 Introduction
The increasing demand for low cost, compact and conformal design and manufacturing ease has spurred
advances in both substrate and surface mount technology. Without such major achievements in microwave
technology over the recent decades, the enormous benefits of printed antennas could not have been
exploited.
An active antenna or active integrated antenna has one or more active devices directly connected to
the antenna [63]-[76]. Active antennas can be broadly characterised into two categories, transmitting
and receiving [66], depending on which port of the active device is coupled to the antenna. Active
antennas with both functions are characterised into different groups such as repeaters, transponders and
transceivers. The benefits of using active antennas include saving power, size, weight and cost.
This concept emerged as early as 1928 [66] and directly integrating a solid-state device to a dipole was
proposed in 1966 [65]. More recently, printed antennas connected to low noise amplifiers without the
use of a matching network have been investigated [1], [77]-[79]. A novel active dual-band antenna design
is presented in this work that implements a single layered aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna
without a matching network between both entities.
This chapter describes the process involved in designing a low noise amplifier connected to the aperture
coupled microstrip patch antenna as part of the front-end of a GPS receiver. An Agilent ATF-35143
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility Transistor (pHEMT) was employed
because of its low noise and high gain properties at L-band frequencies. This feature is paramount in
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low noise amplifier design as any noise generated in this first stage in a receiver will multiply through
in proceeding receiver stages [80]-[82]. In addition, the ATF-35143 pHEMT is compact in construction
which makes it ideal for connectionless receiver design. Surface mount components were used in the
amplifier design since realising the output matching network with microstrip line sections would consume
a considerable amount of circuit board real estate at the desired frequencies.
4.2 Design Procedure
The transistors employed in battery operated devices require low power consumption, acceptable noise
performance, favourable gain, unconditional transistor stability and compact design. These issues were
considered in this work as this device is intended to operate in a battery operated GPS receiver. The
amplifier design was initiated by carefully selecting an appropriate transistor for this application by
observing the gain and noise performance of transistors available on the market. The design goal was
to satisfy or exceed the commercial specification of 10dBi gain and 3dB noise figure for GPS receivers
[83]. A low operating point for low power consumption is required for this amplifier design in addition
to excellent noise and gain performance. Other factors such as availability and cost also influenced the
choice of transistor.
4.2.1 Transistor Biasing
An operating point was selected from the datasheet to provide a drain-to-source voltage (VDS) of 2V and
drain current (ID) of 10mA. This bias provides optimal low noise performance at the desired frequencies.
Figure 4.1 presents the available gain and minimum noise figure exhibited by the ATF-35143 pHEMT, at
this operating point, and the performance is well within specifications. Since the source voltage is now
set, suitable source and drain resistors were determined that would maintain both low supply voltage
and current typically below 4V and below 10mA respectively. The datasheet detailing the ATF-35143
performance is provided in Appendix B.
A common-source unipolar amplifier was designed and transistor biasing was achieved by using the self-
biasing arrangement as shown in Figure 4.2 [2, 85]. A self-biasing arrangement was selected as this
design was the simplest method to couple the antenna to the transistor’s gate. In a self-biasing design
the gate voltage is set to zero volts and this enables the gate-source voltage (VGS) to operate in reverse
bias. A negligible amount of reverse biased leakage current is assumed and therefore there is no voltage
drop across the gate RF choke (LG), which is used to ground the gate. In the design a high impedance
quarter-wave line, at the mean frequency between the two GPS bands, was inserted rather than a discrete
component, which appears as an open circuit at AC and a short circuit at DC looking from the gate. Since
VG = 0V and a constant ID are both known, the value for source resistance (RS) can be determined
by obtaining VGS from the datasheet, where VGS happens to be -0.54V. A 3V supply voltage (VDD)
was selected to provide a voltage drop of 0.46V across the drain resistor (RD). The transistor package
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Figure 4.1: Minimum noise figure and maximum available gain over the L1 and L2 frequencies for the
ATF-35143 GaAs pHEMT with VDS = 2v and ID = 10mA.
 
RD 
LG 
RS 
G 
S 
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VDD 
RFin  
RFout  
CS 
Figure 4.2: A pHEMT in a self-biasing arrangement.
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has two source pins and each must divide the current equally, thus the value of RS was doubled. Surface
mount resistors closest to RS and RD were 110Ω and 47Ω respectively. Bypass capacitors CS were also
used to short any AC signal and a 47pF value was selected as this was at series resonance close to the
mean frequency of 1.4GHz and can be locally purchased. The complete bias circuit is shown in Figure
4.4 on page 70.
4.2.2 Small Signal Analysis
The small-signal performance of a transistor is characterised by two port scattering parameters (S-
parameters) [81, 84, 87, 88] or admittance parameters (Y-parameters) [86] and these were used to deter-
mine the suitability of the transistor for the design. The two port performance parameters are specified
by the manufacturer for a particular operating point or these parameters could be measured [86]. The
S-parameters were inserted into HP-EEsof (since the HP-EEsof library did not contain this model) to
determine the stability, plot the source and output reflection coefficients and gain. S-parameters are
complex quantities and those used to model the ATF-35143 pHEMT can be viewed in Appendix B. Nor-
malised incident and reflected voltage waves for a two-port device can be expressed as shown in Figure
4.3, where a and b represent the incident and reflected waves respectively [81, 88]. The waves have a rela-
tionship that can be expressed in Equations 4.1-4.4, depending on which port is matched. If a reference
impedance (Zo=50Ω) termination is placed across port 2 and a source voltage across V1, there will be no
reflection from the termination, resulting in a2 = 0, which yields Equations 4.1 and 4.4. Similarly, if a
reference impedance termination is placed on port 1, in order to produce a1 = 0, which yields Equations
4.2 and 4.3.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two-port 
Network v1 v2 
a1 
 
b1 
a2 
 
b2 
Figure 4.3: Two-port scattering analysis.
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a2=0
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s21 =
b2
a1
∣∣∣∣
a2=0
(4.4)
The reflection coefficients for the source (Γs) and load (Γl) are expressed by s11 and s22 respectively.
Similarly, the forward and reverse insertion power gains are expressed as |s21|2 and |s12|2 respectively.
The maximum amount of power that can be delivered to a network can only be achieved when connecting
terminations are conjugately matched.
Transistor Source Stability
In the amplifier small signal analysis, S-parameters or Y-parameters are additionally used to determine
the potential for oscillation, referred to as stability, of the transistor over the required frequency band.
Undesired oscillation will occur if the amplifier has negative real source or load impedances at particular
frequencies [84, 86, 87, 88], which must be avoided by carefully selecting the input and output impedances
for potentially unstable designs. Rollett’s stability factor (k) is a convenient technique for determining
the stability of a potentially unstable amplifier and is given in Equation 4.5.
k =
1 + |∆|2 − |s11|2 − |s22|2
2|s12s21| (4.5)
where ∆ is an intermediate value, the S-parameter matrix determinant, given by Equation 4.6.
∆ = s11s22 − s12s21 (4.6)
For unconditional stability, i.e. the amplifier will not oscillate for any source or load termination provided
the respective termination reflection coefficient magnitude is less than unity, we must satisfy Rollett’s
criteria k > 1 and |∆| < 1 [84, 88]. The amplifier may oscillate for a range of source or load impedances,
with both reflection coefficient magnitudes less than unity, and is therefore conditionally stable if k < 1
and/or |∆| < 1 [84, 88]. The transistor and bias circuit that was tested for potential stability is shown
in Figure 4.4 and the stability plot for this circuit is shown in Figure 4.5. Any device attached to the
source pHEMT connectors will affect stability.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic circuit of transistor with biasing when evaluating the input stability.
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The value for k and ∆ for the ATF-35143 GaAs pHEMT at L1 and L2 frequencies is shown in Table
4.1 which indicates that the amplifier is potentially unstable over both bands. The stability performance
was analysed using HP-EEsof.
Frequency (GHz) k |∆|
1.2076 0.496 0.459
1.2276 0.507 0.547
1.2476 0.517 0.543
1.40151 0.593 0.528
1.55542 0.659 0.511
1.57542 0.667 0.509
1.59542 0.675 0.508
Table 4.1: Stability values for the ATF-35143 pHEMT over both GPS frequency bands.
Due to potential transistor instability, care was taken not to select impedances in the unstable regions for
both input and output terminations. A suitable input reflection coefficient can be conveniently determined
by plotting the source stability circle in order to avoid obtaining a source reflection coefficient that falls
within the unstable region on the Smith Chart. The centre (%s) and radius ($s) of the constant source
stability circle can be determined using Equations 4.7 and 4.8 which will be used to determine a suitable
source reflection coefficient, where the ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The derivation for the constant
source stability circle can be found in [84].
%s =
(s11 −∆s∗22)∗
|s11|2 − |∆|2 (4.7)
$s =
|s12s21|
|s11|2 − |∆|2 (4.8)
The source stability circles at the L1 GPS frequency are illustrated in Figure 4.5 on page 73 and a similar
plot is acquired when analysing the stability at the L2 frequency. The stable region exists outside the
stability circle since |s11| is less than unity over the entire frequency band, in fact the same case exists
over the L2 band. Output stability will be touched on in a moment in subsection 4.2.2.
Amplifier Noise and Gain
The main concern when designing a low noise amplifier is to maintain its noise figure within specifications
yet supplying enough power to the load. The noise figure and gain of a transistor are both reliant on the
source terminations [84, 86, 88]. The next phase of the design involves obtaining a compromise between
the amount of noise and available gain, which will be used to determine the reflection coefficient at the
source.
A source reflection coefficient can be determined in the stable region by examining the noise and gain
performance using a unilateral approach since s12 is not a significant value and s12 = 0 can be assumed
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[84, 88]. This process involves depicting constant noise and gain circles on a Smith Chart, where the
intersection of both circles represents a source reflection coefficient. The source termination has a bearing
on the amount of noise the amplifier produces as can be seen by the noise figure (N) in Equation 4.9 for
an active two port device [84, 87].
N = Nmin + 4
Rn
Zo
|Γs − Γopt|2
|1 + Γopt|2(1− |Γs|2) (4.9)
where
Nmin = minimum noise factor (commonly specified by the manufacturer)
Rn = noise resistance (commonly specified by the manufacturer)
Zo = network characteristic impedance (50Ω)
Γs = source reflection coefficient
Γopt = optimum source reflection coefficient to obtain Nmin
The centre of the constant noise figure circle %n is found by evaluating Equation 4.10 [84],
%n =
Γopt
Pn + 1
(4.10)
where Pn is the noise figure parameter.
The radius of the constant noise figure circle $n is given in 4.11 [84].
$n =
√
Pn(Pn + 1− |Γopt|2)
Pn + 1
(4.11)
The noise figure parameter (Pn) is derived in [84] from Equation 4.9 and is evaluated to conveniently
plot constant noise circles on a Smith Chart for a specific noise figure N .
Pn =
N −Nmin
4Rn/Zo
|1 + Γopt|2 (4.12)
The constant noise figure circle contracts to the point Γopt when N = Nmin. The minimum noise figure
is usually specified by the manufacturer or can be measured [86].
Impedance mismatches at the source will produce losses to the total power gain of the design [84, 86, 88].
To counter these losses, the amount of gain required at the source can be represented as Gs for a specific
Γs [84]. This correlation is shown in 4.13.
Gs =
1− |Γs|2
|1− s11Γs|2 (4.13)
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The value of Gs can be normalised over its maximum when Γs = s∗11 [84, 88]. The normalised gain
function gs is given in Equation 4.14.
gs =
1− |Γs|2
|1− s11Γs|2 (1− |s11|
2) (4.14)
Equation 4.14 can be used to determine a constant gain circle and both the circle centre and radius,
where the derivation can be found in [84]. The centre and radius of constant gain circle are shown in
Equations 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. The gain circle centre lies on the s∗11 axis.
%g =
gss
∗
11
1− (1− gs)|s11|2 (4.15)
$g =
√
1− gs(1− |s11|2)
1− (1− gs)|s11|2 (4.16)
Constant noise circles, gain circles, source stability circle and optimum source reflection coefficient were
plotted on a Smith Chart and these are depicted in Figure 4.5 for the L1 frequency. The same technique
was used to determine the reflection coefficient for the centre and band edge frequencies.
Figure 4.5: Amplifier constant source gain and noise circles and source stability circle.
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It is not possible to achieve both maximum gain and minimum noise figure in this design as both points
are some distance apart. The minimum noise figure associated with the maximum available gain appeared
to be high. A compromise was decided for a suitable source reflection coefficient Γs at the intersection
of the two circles. A compromise was found by offsetting both noise figure (∆Noise) and constant gain
circles (∆Gain) from their optimum values, which are shown in Table 4.2;
Frequency (GHz) ∆Noise (dB) ∆Gain (dB)
1.2276 0.05 0.0
1.57542 0.05 -0.8
Table 4.2: Noise figure and available gain compromise for Γs.
The intersection points were found using the cursor and are presented in Table 4.3. Ideally, the cross-over
point closer to the centre of the Smith Chart is the reflection coefficient that should be presented at the
amplifier gate. These impedance values were used to design a suitable antenna and these values differ
slightly from those presented in Chapter 3 even though the same transistor was used. An alternative
substrate was available at hand for fabrication, however this new substrate altered the reflection coef-
ficients mentioned in the previous chapter. The new feed substrate was significantly thicker and had a
slightly lower relative permittivity. The antenna was optimised to meet the new reflection coefficients
after the output stability was verified. Even with new reflection coefficients, the antenna’s optimisation
performance was the same as those presented in Chapter 3.
Frequency (GHz) Mag Ang (deg)
1.2276 0.689 31.79
1.57542 0.632 39.86
Table 4.3: Source reflection coefficient for L1 and L2 centre frequencies.
Transistor Output Stability
The output stability circles can now be determined after the source termination has been identified. The
output stability analysis includes the circuit associated with the drain section of the bias circuit as this
component has a profound influence on the output stability. The drain section includes a drain resistor
RD, AC blocking capacitor and source pad. The output stability was determined with the antenna
attached at the source and the antenna and amplifier combination is presented in Section 4.2.3.
The output stability of the low noise amplifier was analysed with the antenna attached. The transistor
circuit analysed is presented in Figure 4.6. The supply (VDD) is connected to the rectangular microstrip
section TL7. An RF choke, a 4.7nH inductor labeled L1, was also placed at the output to help isolate
the DC supply from the RF signal. The inductor value was selected which would not alter the value of
k significantly.
The output stability circles [84, 86, 88] for a two port network can be determined by Equations 4.17 and
4.18.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic circuit of transistor with biasing when evaluating the output stability.
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%l =
(s22 −∆s∗11)∗
|s22|2 − |∆|2 (4.17)
$l =
|s12s21|
|s22|2 − |∆|2 (4.18)
Figure 4.7 illustrates the output stability circle and s22 value at the L1 frequency. The stable region
exists within the stability circle shown in Figure 4.7, where the stability circle is very large and only a
small portion is shown in the Figure. Maximum output matching section gain is obtained when selecting
an output reflection coefficient Γl to be s∗22, where s
∗
22 needs to exist within the stable region. Similarly,
Γl at L2 also exists in the stable region. A suitable output matching network can now be designed.
Figure 4.7: Output stability circle with s22.
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4.2.3 Design of Antenna for Impedance Match
The patch antenna was fabricated without the active section to confirm that the prototype would yield
the same impedance response as the simulated design. Figure 4.8 presents the antenna dimensions and
material parameters used for the active design and the impedance frequency response for this design
is provided in Figure 4.9. The thinnest microstip line that could be reliably etched with the available
facilities was 0.2mm. Therefore, the line width used for the λ/4 feed component was 0.2mm wide and
21.65mm long. An additional microstrip feed length of 26.14mm was included to attach the connector
to the edge of the board. The impedance frequency response for this antenna with the extended feed is
presented in Figure 4.10 over both L1 and L2 frequency bands. The same antenna was analysed using
the Ensemble electromagnetic simulator version 6 for comparison. Both simulations are in agreement as
shown in Figure 4.10.
Plen 6.388cm
Pwid 13.16cm
Slen 5.662cm
Swid 1.9966mm
StubWid 1.5972cm
StubLen 2.107cm
Ofset 0
Da 7.874mm
Era 2.2
Ltana 0.0009
Df 1.905mm
Erf 10.2
Ltanf 0.0023
Figure 4.8: Microstrip patch antenna dimensions and material parameters.
Figure 4.9: Final impedance frequency response of patch antenna.
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Figure 4.10: Simulated impedance frequency response of the antenna with feed extension using ACP and
Ensemble simulators.
Figure 4.11: Measured antenna impedance frequency response and simulated Ensemble performance.
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The patch antenna was tested in an anechoic chamber and the measured impedance results are shown in
Figure 4.11. The measured antenna impedance has rotated away from the generator, giving an impression
that the feed appears electrically longer than expected. Ensemble was used to reproduce the measured
impedance as a means to determine why the simulated and measured results differed. The prototype
was created using five substrates to achieve the required height of the patch above the ground plane.
The effect of both the adhesive used to bind these substrates and potential microstrip misalignment
that could have occurred in the fabrication process were considered. The Ensemble simulations reveal
that both of these factors contributed to the discrepant results. The Ensemble simulation results are
also presented in Figure 4.11. Deducting the 26.14mm feed extension from the measured results would
indicate as to whether the antenna’s impedance response was suitable for the low noise amplifier’s source
termination. Unfortunately, the front end patch would not produce the desired noise, gain and output
frequency response when coupled to the low noise amplifier. The measured patch impedance results when
subtracting the feed extension are presented in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Measured antenna impedance frequency response without 26.14mm feed extension.
An antenna radiation pattern plot depicts a contour of uniform field strength as a function of direction.
A far-field pattern provides a contour of the electric (E) or magnetic (H) fields where the “region of the
field of the antenna where the angular field distribution is essentially independent of the distance from
the antenna” [6].
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The patch antenna was measured with the patch broadside towards zero degrees. The far-field radiation
patterns are presented in the polar plots in Figures 4.13 - 4.16, where the relative magnitude (dB) is
displayed. These plots are normalised to the maximum graph value of 0 dB and these charts are useful
in determining the directivity and front-to-back ratio. Figures 4.13 to 4.16 also show back radiation at
the 180◦ angle, which is caused by the slot.
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Figure 4.13: Measured E-plane Far-Field pattern at 1.2276GHz.
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Figure 4.14: Measured E-plane Far-Field pattern at 1.57542GHz.
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Figure 4.15: Measured H-plane Far-Field pattern at 1.2276GHz.
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Figure 4.16: Measured H-plane Far-Field pattern at 1.57542GHz.
The antenna’s directivity is a “figure-of-merit” used to describe the field strength in a particular direction.
It is defined as “the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radiation
intensity average over all directions” [6]. In a receiving antenna the directivity indicates the capability of
receiving signals from the front compared with other angles.
Losses within the antenna structure will degrade the antenna’s directivity and the gain provides the
relationship between the directivity and loss. This relationship is presented in Equation 4.19 [6, 89].
Gant = ηantD (4.19)
where
Gant = antenna gain
ηant = antenna efficiency (0 ≤ ηant ≤ 1)
D = directivity
The gain is usually expressed in decibels (dB) and is given by Equation 4.20.
Gant(dB) = 10log(Gant) (4.20)
Gain was measured using a gain comparison method. Two standard horn antennas were placed in an
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anechoic chamber. One horn was used as a transmitter and the other as a receiver. Both antennas were
at an adequate distance apart so that the received field approximates a plane wave. The gain of the
receiver horn, which is used as a reference, is known and its field strength measured. The antenna under
test was then used as the receiver and the received power was measured. The field intensity values of
both reference and test antennas was obtained and compared. From these results the gain of the antenna
under test can be referenced to the standard horn antenna.
The front-to-back ratio compares the difference in magnitude of the main beam and the field intensity
behind the antenna in decibels (dB). The rear field intensity was not simply taken at the 180◦ angle but
at the angle that provides highest magnitude between 90◦ and 270◦. For receivers, the front-to-back ratio
provides an indication of how sensitive the antenna is at rejecting signals from the rear. The measured
relative gain and front-to-back ration are presented in Table 4.4 and these results are based on the H-plane
measurements.
Measured Simulated
Freq (GHz) Gain (dBi) F/B (dB) Gain (dBi) F/B (dB)
1.2276 5.73 10.52 5.76 14.7
1.57542 6.35 12.5 6.78 13.69
Table 4.4: Simulated and measured patch antenna gain and front-to-back ratio.
A photograph of the aperture coupled patch antenna is presented in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: A photograph of the patch antenna.
4.3 Active Antenna Design
The output return loss (RL) is the conventional technique of determining the amount of power reflected
from the load [81], which is expressed using Equation 4.21.
RLoutput(dB) = −20log|s22| (4.21)
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The output was designed to match to a 50Ω load with greater than 10dB return loss across both L1 and
L2 bands. The output return loss is presented in Figure 4.18 using the simulated antenna results. The
complete amplifier design is presented in Figure 4.19. A three-element Pi matching network was then
included and optimised for a 50Ω load. The Pi configuration provided the best output match over both
frequency bands compared to single or two element networks.
The transducer gain of an amplifier incorporates the gain of the transistor and both input and output
matching sections [86]. The amplifier, with output matching section attached, gain and noise with the
simulated antenna connected is given in Figure 4.20 1. The complete active antenna gain and noise
with the simulated antenna results are included in Figure 4.21 2. These simulated results show that the
original specifications of greater than 10dBi and noise less than 3dB can be designed across L1 and L2
frequency bands.
Figure 4.18: Active antenna output return loss.
1The results presented in Figure 4.20 show the amplifier performance when the patch
antenna is attached to the transistor’s gate. Antenna noise and gain are not included.
2The results presented in Figure 4.21 do not include noise generated by the patch antenna.
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Figure 4.19: Schematic circuit of Low Noise Amplifier.
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Figure 4.20: Simulated amplifier gain and noise, with output matching section, when patch attached 1.
Patch antenna efficiency encompasses losses due to dielectric surface waves, dielectric and conduction
[6], [90]. A 50Ω line couples the amplifier and antenna. Therefore, losses due to impedance mismatch
between the antenna and the 50Ω feed need to be considered. When thick substrates are used, conductor
(ohmic) and dielectric losses are very small [90] and, therefore, negligible in this work. The efficiency will
purely comprise of losses due to surface wave excitation and impedance mismatch. Both surface wave
and reflection efficiency and can be expressed as Equations 4.22 [91] and 4.23.
ηsw =
Prad
Prad + Psw
(4.22)
where
ηsw = surface wave efficiency
Prad = desired radiated power
Psw = surface wave power
ηr = 1− |Γant|2 (4.23)
where
ηr = reflection efficiency
Γant = reflection coefficient of antenna
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Active Antenna Performance
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Figure 4.21: Simulated gain and noise performance of the active antenna 2.
The total antenna efficiency is given by ηant.
ηant = ηrηsw (4.24)
The theoretical surface wave efficiency and directivity values were used to determine the gain of the
antenna for the complete active design. The gain is expressed in terms of dBi, where the ‘i’ denotes
isotropic gain, i.e. the gain with respect to an isotropic source. An isotropic source radiates energy
equally in every direction. The active antenna gain and loss is presented in Figure 4.21, where the
simulated antenna and low noise amplifier are combined. The total gain of the antenna and amplifier
combination Gact is
Gact(dBi) = Gant(dBi) +Gamp(dB) (4.25)
where
Gamp = amplifier gain with output matching network.
Noise from the antenna has not been included and will largely comprise of external noise received, which
will be subject to both the surroundings and the direction. Therefore, only the internal noise of the
amplifier is presented in Figure 4.21.
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4.4 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, the methodology in designing an active antenna has been described. The process began
with selecting a suitable transistor, designing its biasing elements and its stability before settling on a
suitable source impedance. A microstrip patch antenna was then designed to meet the complex conjugate
of this impedance. The amplifier output section and stability were then determined with the antenna
attached to the source. The complete patch antenna and amplifier combination presented exceed GPS
input specifications at both L1 and L2 frequency bands. The active antenna output was successfully
designed to provide greater than 10dB return loss for a 50Ω load.
A single layered microstrip patch antenna has a relatively narrow impedance band, however it is possible
to overcome this inconvenience to produce a dual-band design. Looking at a Smith Chart impedance
plot, the optimum transistor reflection coefficient moves in a counter-clockwise direction but the patch
antenna impedance frequency response rotates in a clockwise direction. This may give the impression
that the active antenna may not meet the requirements of 10dBi gain and less than 3dB noise over both
L1 and L2 frequency bands. The simulated results prove the contrary provided a suitable transistor is
selected and the antenna materials and dimensions are adequate.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary and Discussion of Results
This research program is concerned with the optimisation and design of dual-band active microstrip
patch antennas. This dissertation has focused on dual-band impedance matching an aperture coupled
microstrip patch antenna to the source impedance of a low noise amplifier as part of a GPS receiver front
section. This study has achieved its objective in determining which type of optimisation algorithms are
suitable for optimising dual-frequency active patch antennas. These results were successfully implemented
to combine the antenna and low noise amplifier for an dual-band active antenna design. The benefits of
active antennas include power, real estate, cost and size.
The various optimisation algorithms investigated were presented in Chapter 3. An aperture coupled
microstrip patch antenna and feed section were optimised to represent the desired source impedance of
a low noise amplifier at GPS frequencies. Ten search techniques were investigated when optimising the
antenna to the following:
1. match a 50Ω impedance at L1
2. match the source reflection coefficient of a transistor at L1
3. match the source reflection coefficient of a transistor at L1 and L2
Using the optimisation results has lead to the the design of a dual-band low noise amplifier. Such
a comparison of optimisation algorithms for patch antennas has not previously been presented to the
author’s knowledge.
A return loss greater than 10dB at the L1 frequency was desired when matching the patch antenna to a
50Ω load. It was found that the Random, Least Pth and Genetic algorithm search methods converged to
a suitable solution within about an hour. The most robust of these search techniques was the Random
method when implementing either Least Squares or Minimax cost functions. The Genetic search managed
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to converge to a solution at about the same time as the Random Minimax, however this was not the
general trend. In most trials the Genetic search became lodged in a local minimum some distance from
the goal. Similarly, the Least Pth search also tended to become wedged in a saddle point some distance
from the goal, however in some trials this method was able to converge to a reasonable solution. The
unconstrained optimisation techniques, that include Gradient, Quasi-Newton and Gauss-Newton/Quasi-
Newton, performed poorly and are clearly unsuited for this type of work. A direct search approach, using
the Discrete optimiser, also failed to converge to a suitable solution.
The results presented in Chapter 3 also indicate that matching a patch antenna impedance to the desired
source transistor impedance at L1 can be easily achieved. The Random, Genetic and Least Pth optimisers
were the most robust. These searches were able to converge to a solution quicker than to a 50Ω impedance
value, however the Least Pth took comparatively longer. The unconstrained searches again performed
poorly, however the Gradient search using a Minimax cost function managed to converge to a reasonable
result. The Direct search converged to an excellent solution, however the time involved was very long
compared to the other robust methods, which makes this method impractical.
Chapter 3 also presents the results on the performance of search algorithms after optimising the patch
antenna to the transistor’s source impedance at L1 and L2 frequencies. Both Random searches proved
to be the most robust and initially reduced the error function significantly. Typically, between 70 and 85
hours are required to obtain a reasonable result using either random optimisers. The Genetic search could
potentially achieve reasonable results, however most trials revealed that this was not the general trend.
The search was confined to a local minimum in most cases and it was necessary to stop the optimisation,
make small changes in the antenna’s dimensions before continuing the search in an endeavour to overshoot
this confinement. This technique is impractical, however the results prove that the Genetic search, and
other directed searches, have the potential to provide good results. The Least Pth optimiser was successful
in reducing the initial error function, however it was not able to draw near a suitable solution. Even
restarting the optimisation after perturbing the antenna’s dimensions with this method did not improve
convergence. As with the previous optimisation searches, the unconstrained optimisation techniques
performed poorly. The Discrete optimiser performed inadequately and the result was attained after an
exceeding long period.
Chapter 4 was concerned with designing a low noise amplifier that would meet GPS specifications of
10dBi gain and less than 3dB noise. The design incorporated a single layered aperture coupled patch
antenna matched to the source reflection coefficient of an amplifier employing a pHEMT transistor. The
output was successfully terminated to provide an output return loss greater than 10dB across both L1
and L2 frequency bands.
The results obtained in this research clearly indicate that it is possible to capitalise on seemingly imprac-
tical limitations on this type of antenna structure into an innovative, practical design.
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5.2 Recommendations for Further Work
The following points detail potential areas of investigation stemming from this study.
• Fabricate the complete active design and compare the measured and sim-
ulated results. A suitable circularly polarised patch antenna could be
designed, which GPS systems require.
• Investigate the use of other dielectric materials to enhance antenna effi-
ciency and the impacts of employing substrate covers [92].
• A different version of ACP could be used to design stacked patch antennas.
Stacked patches provide greater impedance bandwidth and an active de-
sign could be implemented for other applications. Moreover, an additional
reflector could be used to enhance performance.
• This work has not taken into consideration amplifier stability outside GPS
operating frequencies. At some frequencies, the source impedance may
fall into the unstable region of the Smith Chart. This is the result of the
antenna behaving like a length of open circuit line at certain frequencies
and is likely to present a source impedance in the unstable region. Further
work is required to investigate this issue. Methods of improving stability
should also be investigated, for instance the length of line between the
transistor source terminal and the ground connection could be used to
improve the amplifier stability.
• Other types of microstrip patch antennas could also be investigated that
are integratable with MIC devices.
• Further study could be conducted into shortening conductor dimensions
to provide a compact design, such as using short circuits and antenna
loading.
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Appendix A
ACMPA Senior Element Modules
A.1 ACMPA C Module
/******************************************************************************/
/*** ACMPA.c ***/
/******************************************************************************/
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "userdefs.h"
/* module identifier string */
static char current_module_identifier[] = "@(#) libra600/source ACMPA.c 1.1";
/* static declarations */
static boolean u2pa_y(UserInstDef *userInst, double omega, COMPLEX *yPar);
static boolean a_a_compute_y(UserInstDef *userInst, double omega, COMPLEX *yPar);
static UserParamType
ACMPA[] =
{
{"Plen", REAL_data}, {"Pwid", REAL_data},
{"Slen", REAL_data}, {"Swid", REAL_data},
{"Stubwid", REAL_data}, {"StubLen", REAL_data},
{"Ofset", REAL_data}, {"Da", REAL_data},
{"Era", REAL_data}, {"Ltana", REAL_data},
{"Df", REAL_data}, {"Erf", REAL_data},
{"Ltanf", REAL_data}, {"Modes", REAL_data},
};
/******************************************************************************/
/* Define and initialize the user element array */
/******************************************************************************/
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static UserElemDef user_elements[] =
{
/*
* name numPars params compute_y post_analysis
* numExtNodes pre_analysis compute_n
*
* seniorInfo
* devDef tranDef
*/
{"ACMPA", 1, siz(ACMPA), ACMPA, NULL, a_a_compute_y, NULL, NULL,
NULL, NULL, NULL}
}; /* end of the user element structure */
static char ErrMsg[201];
#define STDTEMP 27.0 /* libra default temperature */
#define PI 3.141592654
#define sqr(x) ((x)*(x))
#define EPS 1.0e-8
#define ZO 50 /* reference impedance for S-pars */
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
static boolean a_a_compute_y(
UserInstDef *userInst,
double omega,
COMPLEX *yPar)
{
int a=1, b, c, patch_no=1, no_of_layer=1;
float r, i, z_freq;
char cmd[30], ch;
double fghz, freq, Plen, Pwid, Slen, Swid, StubWid, StubLen, Ofset, Da;
double Era, Ltana, Df, Erf, Ltanf;
double com_y_i, com_y_r, denom;
double lenUnit;
int Modes;
FILE *fptr, *read_z; /*file pointers */
/* get user instance */
UserParamData *pData = userInst->pData;
/* Get unit instance */
lenUnit = get_runit(userInst->eeElemInst);
/* convert radians to freq */
fghz = omega / PI / 2.0E9;
/* get user instances */
Plen = userInst->pData[0].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Pwid = userInst->pData[1].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Slen = userInst->pData[2].value.dVal * lenUnit;
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Swid = userInst->pData[3].value.dVal * lenUnit;
StubWid = userInst->pData[4].value.dVal * lenUnit;
StubLen = userInst->pData[5].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Ofset = userInst->pData[6].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Da = userInst->pData[7].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Era = userInst->pData[8].value.dVal;
Ltana = userInst->pData[9].value.dVal;
Df = userInst->pData[10].value.dVal * lenUnit;
Erf = userInst->pData[11].value.dVal;
Ltanf = userInst->pData[12].value.dVal;
Modes = userInst->pData[13].value.dVal;
fptr = fopen("fref72.atb","w"); /* create input file for ACP */
/* the antenna side */
fprintf(fptr, "%d %d \r\n", no_of_layer, 0); /* number of layers */
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f %f \r\n", Era, Da, Ltana); /*perm., thinkness, loss tangent*/
fprintf(fptr, "%d \r\n", patch_no); /* patch number */
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f %d %d %d \r\n", Plen, Pwid, 1, 0, 0);
/*Patch length, width & layer */
/*the feed side */
fprintf(fptr, "%d %d \r\n", 1, 0); /* number of layers */
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f %f \r\n", Erf, Df, Ltanf); /*perm., thinkness, loss tangent*/
fprintf(fptr, "0 \r\n");
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f \r\n", Slen, Swid); /* Aperture length and width */
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f %f 1 1.5 \r\n", StubWid, StubLen, Ofset);
/* Stub width, length and offset */
fprintf(fptr, "%d \r\n", Modes); /* x current mode in TM_xy */
fprintf(fptr, "%d \r\n", Modes); /* y current mode in TM_xy */
fprintf(fptr, "%f %f %d \r\n", fghz, fghz, 1); /*start, stop freq & steps */
fclose(fptr); /* close file */
/* now run ACP */
sprintf(cmd, "acp.e");
system(cmd);
send_error_to_scn("\n runnning ACP ...\n"); /* display message on screen */
/* extracting z parameters */
read_z = fopen("zin.dat", "r"); /* read the contents of zin.dat */
do
{
fscanf(read_z, "%f", &r);
fscanf(read_z, "%f", &i);
fscanf(read_z, "%f", &z_freq);
}
while( (ch=getc(read_z) ) != EOF );
fclose(read_z); /* close file */
send_error_to_scn("\n Calculating y parameters ... \n");
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/* convert the z parameters to y parameters ( y = 1/z)*/
denom = ((r*r)+(i*i)); /* get denominator, */
com_y_r = r/denom; /* convert complx z to complex y parameters */
com_y_i = -i*(1/denom);
yPar[0].real=com_y_r; /* real component of Y-param */
yPar[0].imag=com_y_i; /* imaginary component of Y-param */
}
/******************************************************************************/
/* This is the only symbol visible outside this module:
a single call to it will boot the module and pull in all element code here */
boolean boot_ACMPA (void)
{
return load_elements(user_elements, siz(user_elements));
}
/******************************************************************************/
A.2 Senior Makefile
# SCCS @(#) /wlv/src/libra600/scripts libra_sr.make_SL2X 1.4 date: 11/26/96
# SCCS @(#) libra500/common/support libra_sr.make 1.3 date: 8/9/93
# SCCS @(#) libra400/common/support libra_sr.make 1.5 date: 2/24/93
#
# EEsof makefile template for Senior
#
#
# These are the platform dependent variables
#
MAKE = make # make program (default: make)
CC = cc -Aa # compiler
CFLAGS = -O # compile flags (default: -O on Sun)
CFLAGSP = # platform specific compile flags (add -Aa on HP)
CLINKP = # platform specific link flags (default: blank on Sun)
PRODNAME = libra
VER = 610
EXECNAME = $(PRODNAME).bin
#
# Installation directory for Senior
#
SRDIR = $(EESOF_DIR)/lib/$(PRODNAME)/senior
ARCHIVE = $(SRDIR)/$(PRODNAME)$(VER).a
#
# One special rule --- edit if you have to, but normally leave it alone
#
.c.o:
$(COMPILE.c) -c $(INCLUDES) $<
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#
# Compile and link macros -- adjust if you have additional flags
#
COMPILE.c = $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(CFLAGSP)
LINK.c = $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(CFLAGSP) $(LDFLAGS) $(CLINKP)
#
# Search paths for header files, libraries
#
INCLUDES = -I$(SRDIR)
LIBS = /usr/ucblib/libucb.a -lnsl -lsocket -lintl -lm
#
# Add your senior source modules here
#
SOURCES = userindx.c ACMPA.c
#
# Add your senior header files here, if any
#
HEADERS = $(SRDIR)/userdefs.h $(SRDIR)/userxlat.h
# Given the sources, the objects can be readily determined
# (The .c extension is substituted with .o)
#
OBJECTS = $(SOURCES:.c=.o)
#
# Default target is the executable
#
$(EXECNAME): $(OBJECTS)
$(LINK.c) -o $(EXECNAME) $(OBJECTS) $(ARCHIVE) $(LIBS)
$(OBJECTS): $(HEADERS)
A.3 USERINDX C Module
/* SCCS @(#) libra600/source userindx.c 1.3 date: 10/11/94 */ /*
SCCS @(#) libra500/common/code userindx.c 1.1 date: 1/7/93 */ /*
SCCS file libra400/common/code: @(#)get -r1.8
/eesof/src/libra400/common/code/s.userindx.c # Version date:
12/18/92 */ /* SCCS file libra300/common/ts300: @(#)get -r1.6
/eesof/src/libra300/common/ts300/s.userindx.c # Version date:
9/19/90~*/
/******************************************************************************/
/*** USERINDX.C ***/
/******************************************************************************/
#include "userdefs.h" #include <math.h>
/* module identifier string */
static char current_module_identifier[] = "@(#) libra600/source
userindx.c 1.3";
/****************************************************************************/
/****************************************************************************/
/*
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This module allows the user to link multiple "Senior" modules with the main
program. It works as an "intermediary" between the main program and all of
the Senior modules: it calls the boot function (use the name "boot_abc()"
for the module named "abc.c") to load the element/data item definitions in
that module. The boot_abc() function must in turn call load_elements() to
accomplish this.
Note the example calls below:
boot_userex() to boot module "userex.c",
boot_mymodule() to boot module "mymodule.c"
If you want to ignore booting failures, ensure that multifile() always
returns TRUE.
*/
/*******************************************************************************/
/* comment added to test out HMS */ /* another comment added to
test out HMS */
#if 0 /* change 0 to 1 if module userex.c is to be booted */
#define USEREX #endif
#ifdef USEREX extern boolean boot_userex (void); #endif
#if 0 /* change 0 to 1 if mymodule.c is to be booted */ extern
boolean boot_mymodule (void); #endif
#if 1 /* change 0 to 1 if ACMPA.c is to be booted */ extern
boolean boot_ACMPA (void); #endif
boolean multifile(void) {
boolean status = TRUE;
#ifdef USEREX
send_error_to_scn("Booting module userex.c ...");
status = boot_userex(); /* load the elements in "userex.c" module */
send_error_to_scn(status? "userex.c booted successfully": "userex.c boot failure");
if (!status)
goto end;
#endif
/* Add ’booting’ calls for other senior modules below */
#if 0 /* change 0 to 1 if mymodule.c is to be booted */
send_error_to_scn("Booting module mymodule.c ...");
status = boot_mymodule(); /* load "mymodule.c" */
send_error_to_scn(status? "mymodule.c booted successfully": "mymodule.c boot failure");
if (!status)
goto end;
#endif
/* Booting call for ACMPA module below */
#if 1 /* change 0 to 1 if ACMPA.c is to be booted */
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send_error_to_scn("Booting module ACMPA.c ...");
status = boot_ACMPA(); /* load "ACMPA.c" */
send_error_to_scn(status? "ACMPA.c booted successfully": "ACMPA.c boot failure");
if (!status)
goto end;
#endif
end:
return status;
}
A.4 ACMPA Senior AEL Module
/******************************************************************************/
/*** Senior.ael ***/
/******************************************************************************/
fputs(stderr, "Loading senior.ael ...");
set_simulator_type( 1 );
set_design_type(libranet);
/* Aperture Antenna */
create_item("ACMPA", "Aperture Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna", "Antenna",
NULL, NULL, NULL, Standard_dialog, NULL, standard_netlist, "ELEMENT",
standard_symbol, "ACMPA", macro_artwork, "mypatch",
create_parm("Plen","Patch Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.0091),
create_parm("Pwid","Patch Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.0091),
create_parm("Slen","Slot Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.06),
create_parm("Swid","Slot Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.0008),
create_parm("StubWid","Open Circuit Stub Width",0,"rvopt",5,0.00475),
create_parm("StubLen","Open Circuit Stub Length",0,"rvopt",5,0.0034),
create_parm("Ofset","Stub Offset from slot centre",0,"rvopt",5,0.0),
create_parm("Da","Thickness of Antenna Layer",0,"rvopt",5,0.003175),
create_parm("Era","Dielectric Constant of Antenna Layer",0,"rvopt",5,2.2),
create_parm("Ltana","Loss Tangent of Antenna Layer",0,"rnum",-1,0.0),
create_parm("Df","Thickness of Feed Layer",0,"rvopt",5,0.003175),
create_parm("Erf","Relative Dielectric Constant of Feed Layer",0,"rvopt",5,2.33),
create_parm("Ltanf","Loss tangent of Feed Layer",0,"rnum",-1,0.0),
create_parm("Modes","Number of modes",0,"rnum",-1,5));
/* the palette group and library group allocation and creation */
library_group("Antenna", "My Antenna", "ACMPA");
/* print message if senior loaded successfully */
fputs(stderr, "... senior.ael loaded");
A.5 ACMPA Layout AEL Module
/******************************************************************************/
/*** mypatch.ael ***/
/******************************************************************************/
// Circuit simulator artwork file globals
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// *********************************** Begin Global Name Space **********************
decl cond, cond2, cond3, resi, diel, diel2, hole;
cond=1;
cond2=2;
cond3=3;
/************************************************************************************
// SUBROUTINES FOR APERTURE COUPLED MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA
// Subroutine defintion must be before their usage
*************************************************************************************/
defun mypatch(Plen, Pwid, Slen, Swid, StubWid, StubLen, Ofset, Da, Era, Ltana, Df, Erf,
Ltanf, Modes)
{
decl x1, x2, y1, y2; //declare variables
diel=Era;
diel2=Erf;
set_layer(cond3); //bottom layer (radiating patch element)
//drawing the radiating element
x1= -Pwid/2; //patch length
x2= Pwid/2; //the reference point is (0,0)
y1= -Plen/2;
y2= Plen/2;
draw_rect(x1, y1, x2, y2); //Lower left hand corner (x1, y1)
//upper right hand corner (x2, y2)
set_layer(cond2); //middle layer
//drawing the ground plane with slot, default 20 x 20
x1= -Slen/2;
x2= Slen/2;
y1= -Swid/2;
y2= Swid/2;
polygon();
draw_point(x1, y1); //bottom section of gnd plane
draw_point(x2, y1);
draw_point(0.10, -0.10);
draw_point(-0.10, -0.10);
draw_point(x1,y1);
draw_point(x1, y1); //left hand side gnd plane
draw_point(x1, y2);
draw_point(-0.10, 0.10);
draw_point(-0.10,-0.10);
draw_point(x1, y1);
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draw_point(x1, y2); //top section of gnd plane
draw_point(x2, y2);
draw_point(0.10, 0.10);
draw_point(-0.10,0.10);
draw_point(x1, y2);
draw_point(x2, y2); //right hand side gnd plane
draw_point(x2, y1);
draw_point(0.10, -0.10);
draw_point(0.10, 0.10);
draw_point(x1, y2);
end(); //end polyline
end_command();
set_layer(cond); //top layer (feed layer)
//drawing Offset and Stub Width at feed point (reference 0,0)
x1= -StubWid/2;
x2= StubWid/2;
y1= 0;
y2= StubLen;
draw_rect(x1+Ofset, y1, x2+Ofset, y2);
draw_port(0+Ofset,0,0.0);
}
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Low Noise Pseudomorphic HEMT
in a Surface Mount Plastic Package
Technical Data
ATF-35143
Features
• Low Noise Figure
• Excellent Uniformity in
Product Specifications
• Low Cost Surface Mount
Small Plastic Package
SOT-343 (4 lead SC-70)
• Tape-and-Reel Packaging
Option Available
Specifications
1.9 GHz; 2V, 15 mA (Typ.)
• 0.4 dB Noise Figure
• 18 dB Associated Gain
• 11 dBm Output Power at
1 dB Gain Compression
• 21 dBm Output 3rd Order
Intercept
Applications
• Low Noise Amplifier for
Cellular/PCS Handsets
• LNA for WLAN, WLL/RLL,
LEO, and MMDS
Applications
• General Purpose Discrete
PHEMT for Other Ultra Low
Noise Applications
Surface Mount Package
SOT-343
Description
Agilent’s ATF-35143 is a high
dynamic range, low noise,
PHEMT housed in a 4-lead SC-70
(SOT-343) surface mount plastic
package.
Based on its featured perfor-
mance, ATF-35143 is suitable for
applications in cellular and PCS
base stations, LEO systems,
MMDS, and other systems requir-
ing super low noise figure with
good intercept in the 450 MHz to
10 GHz frequency range.
Other PHEMT devices in this
family are the ATF-34143 and the
ATF-33143.  The typical specifica-
tions for these devices at 2 GHz
are shown in the table below:
Pin Connections and
Package Marking
 Part No. Gate Width Bias Point NF (dB) Ga (dB) OIP3 (dBm)
ATF-33143 1600 µ 4V, 80 mA 0.5 15.0 33.5
ATF-34143 800 µ 4V, 60 mA 0.5 17.5 31.5
ATF-35143 400 µ 2V, 15 mA 0.4 18.0 21.0
GATE5
P
x
SOURCE
DRAIN SOURCE
Note: Top View. Package marking
provides orientation and identification.
“5P” = Device code
“x”   = Date code character. A new
character is assigned for each month, year.
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ATF-35143 Absolute Maximum Ratings[1]
Absolute
Symbol Parameter Units Maximum
VDS Drain - Source Voltage [2] V 5.5
VGS Gate - Source Voltage [2] V -5
VGD Gate Drain Voltage [2] V -5
IDS Drain Current [2] mA Idss[3]
Pdiss Total Power Dissipation[4] mW 300
Pin max RF Input Power dBm 14
TCH Channel Temperature °C 160
TSTG Storage Temperature °C -65 to 160
θjc Thermal Resistance [5] °C/W 310
Notes:
1. Operation of this device above any one
of these parameters may cause
permanent damage.
2. Assumes DC quiesent conditions.
3. VGS = 0 V
4. Source lead temperature is 25°C.
Derate 3.2 mW/°C for TL > 67°C.
5. Thermal resistance measured using
150°C Liquid Crystal Measurement
method.
Product Consistency Distribution Charts [7, 8]
VDS (V)
Figure 1. Typical Pulsed I-V Curves[6].
(VGS = -0.2 V per step)
I D
S
 (
m
A
)
0 2 4 6 8
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
+0.6 V
0 V
–0.6 V
OIP3 (dBm)
Figure 2. OIP3 @ 2 GHz, 2 V, 15 mA.
LSL=19.0, Nominal=20.9, USL=23.0
19 2120 2322 24
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-3 Std +3 Std
Cpk = 1.73
Std = 0.35
NF (dB)
Figure 3. NF @ 2 GHz, 2 V, 15 mA.
LSL=0.2, Nominal=0.37, USL=0.7
0.2 0.40.3 0.60.5 0.7
200
160
120
80
40
0
-3 Std +3 Std
Cpk = 3.7
Std = 0.03
GAIN (dB)
Figure 4. Gain @ 2 GHz, 2 V, 15 mA.
LSL=16.5, Nominal=18.0, USL=19.5
16 17 18 19 20
160
120
80
40
0
-3 Std +3 Std
Cpk = 2.75
Std = 0.17
Notes:
6. Under large signal conditions, VGS may
swing positive and the drain current may
exceed Idss. These conditions are
acceptable as long as the maximum Pdiss
and Pin max ratings are not exceeded.
7. Distribution data sample size is 450
samples taken from 9 different wafers.
Future wafers allocated to this product
may have nominal values anywhere
within the upper and lower spec limits.
8. Measurements made on production test
board. This circuit represents a trade-off
between an optimal noise match and a
realizeable match based on production test
requirements. Circuit losses have been de-
embedded from actual measurements.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of 2 GHz production test board used for Noise Figure, Associated Gain, P1dB, and OIP3 measure-
ments. This circuit represents a trade-off between an optimal noise match and a realizable match based on production test
requirements. Circuit losses have been de-embedded from actual measurements.
Input 50 Ohm
Transmission
Line Including
Gate Bias T
(0.5 dB loss)
Input
Matching Circuit
Γ_mag = 0.66
Γ_ang = 5°
(0.4 dB loss)
DUT
50 Ohm
Transmission
Line Including
Drain Bias T
(0.5 dB loss)
Output
ATF-35143 Electrical Specifications
TA = 25°C, RF parameters measured in a test circuit for a typical device
Symbol Parameters and Test Conditions Units Min. Typ.[2] Max.
Idss[1] Saturated Drain Current VDS = 1.5 V, VGS = 0 V mA 40 65 80
VP[1] Pinchoff Voltage VDS = 1.5 V, IDS = 10% of Idss V -0.65 -0.5 -0.35
Id Quiescent Bias Current VGS = 0.45 V, VDS = 2 V mA — 15 —
gm[1] Transconductance VDS = 1.5 V, gm = Idss /VP mmho 90 120 —
IGDO Gate to Drain Leakage Current VGD = 5 V µA 250
Igss Gate Leakage Current VGD = VGS = -4 V µA — 10 150
f = 2 GHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dB 0.4 0.7
NF Noise Figure[3]
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 0.5 0.9
f = 900 MHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dB 0.3
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 0.4
f = 2 GHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dB 16.5 18 19.5
Ga Associated Gain[3]
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 14 16 18
f = 900 MHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dB 20
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 18
Output 3rd Order
f = 2 GHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dBm 19 21
OIP3
Intercept Point [4, 5]
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 14
f = 900 MHz VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA dBm 19
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA 14
1 dB Compressed
f = 2 GHz VDS = 2 V, IDSQ = 15 mA dBm 10
P1dB
Intercept Point [4]
VDS = 2 V, IDSQ = 5 mA 8
f = 900 MHz VDS = 2 V, IDSQ = 15 mA dBm 9
VDS = 2 V, IDSQ = 5 mA 9
Notes:
1. Guaranteed at wafer probe level
2. Typical value determined from a sample size of 450 parts from 9 wafers.
3. 2V 5 mA min/max data guaranteed via the 2V 15 mA production test.
4. Measurements obtained using production test board described in Figure 5.
5. Pout = -10 dBm per tone
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ATF-35143 Typical Performance Curves
Notes:
1. Measurements made on a fixed tuned production test board that was tuned for optimal gain match with reasonable noise figure at 2 V
15 mA bias. This circuit represents a trade-off between optimal noise match, maximum gain match and a realizable match based on
production test board requirements. Circuit losses have been de-embedded from actual measurements.
2. P1dB measurements are performed with passive biasing. Quiescent drain current, IDSQ, is set with zero RF drive applied. As P1dB is
approached, the drain current may increase or decrease depending on frequency and dc bias point. At lower values of IDSQ the device
is running closer to class B as power output approaches P1dB. This results in higher P1dB and higher PAE (power added efficiency)
when compared to a device that is driven by a constant current source as is typically done with active biasing. As an example, at a VDS
= 4 V and IDSQ = 5 mA, Id increases to 30 mA as a P1dB of +15 dBm is approached.
IDSQ (mA)
Figure 6. OIP3 and P1dB vs. Bias at 
2 GHz.[1,2]
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Figure 7. OIP3 and P1dB vs. Bias at 
900 MHz.[1,2]
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Figure 8. NF and Ga vs. Bias at 2 GHz.
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Figure 9. NF and Ga vs. Bias at 
900 MHz.[1]
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Figure 10. P1dB vs. Bias (Active Bias) 
Tuned for NF @ 2V, 15 mA at 2 GHz.[1]
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Figure 11. P1dB vs. Bias (Active Bias) 
Tuned for NF @ 2V, 15 mA at 900 MHz.[1]
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ATF-35143 Typical Performance Curves, continued
Notes:
1. Measurements made on a fixed tuned test fixture that was tuned for noise figure at 2V 15mA bias. This circuit represents a trade-off
between optimal noise match, maximum gain match and a realizable match based on production test requirements. Circuit losses have
been de-embedded from actual measurements.
2. P1dB measurements are performed with passive biasing.  Quiescent drain current, IDSQ, is set with zero RF drive applied. As P1dB is
approached, the drain current may increase or decrease depending on frequency and dc bias point. At lower values of Idsq the device is
running closer to class B as power output approaches P1dB. This results in higher P1dB and higher PAE (power added efficiency) when
compared to a device that is driven by a constant current source as is typically done with active biasing. As an example, at a VDS = 4 V
and IDSQ = 5 mA, Id increases to 30 mA as a P1dB of +15 dBm is approached.
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 12. Fmin vs. Frequency and 
Current at 2V.
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Figure 13. Associated Gain vs. 
Frequency and Current at 2V.
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Figure 14. Fmin and Ga vs. Frequency 
and Temperature, VDS=2V, IDS=15 mA.
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Figure 16. OIP3, P1dB, NF and Gain vs.
Bias[1] (Active Bias, 2V, 3.9 GHz).
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Figure 17. OIP3, P1dB, NF and Gain vs.
Bias[1] (Active Bias, 2V, 5.8 GHz).
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Figure 15. OIP3 and P1dB vs. Frequency 
and Temperature[1,2], VDS=2V, IDS=15 mA.
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.10 0.91 6.4 0.22 19.3
0.9 0.12 0.87 15.0 0.22 17.9
1.0 0.14 0.86 17.2 0.22 17.5
1.5 0.20 0.81 28.0 0.22 16.3
1.8 0.23 0.78 33.4 0.21 15.8
2.0 0.27 0.76 38.8 0.21 15.4
2.5 0.33 0.71 50.0 0.19 14.7
3.0 0.39 0.66 61.9 0.17 14.0
4.0 0.52 0.58 87.2 0.13 12.7
5.0 0.64 0.52 114.4 0.09 11.5
6.0 0.77 0.47 143.2 0.06 10.4
7.0 0.89 0.43 173.5 0.05 9.5
8.0 1.02 0.41 -155.2 0.07 8.7
9.0 1.14 0.40 -122.9 0.13 8.0
10.0 1.27 0.41 -90.1 0.24 7.5
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 18. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 2 V, 5 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated.  The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 2 V, IDS = 5 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -16.90 13.34 4.64 166.04 -31.70 0.026 77.91 0.73 -12.47 22.52
0.75 0.98 -26.37 13.29 4.62 157.78 -28.18 0.039 71.12 0.72 -17.53 20.83
1.00 0.97 -34.76 13.16 4.55 150.72 -25.85 0.051 65.76 0.71 -23.33 19.50
1.50 0.94 -50.59 12.83 4.38 137.02 -22.73 0.073 54.85 0.68 -34.88 17.78
1.75 0.91 -58.26 12.66 4.30 130.38 -21.62 0.083 49.69 0.67 -40.49 17.13
2.00 0.90 -65.74 12.44 4.19 123.90 -20.72 0.092 44.45 0.65 -46.03 16.58
2.50 0.85 -80.62 12.04 4.00 111.27 -19.33 0.108 34.61 0.62 -56.68 15.69
3.00 0.81 -95.48 11.61 3.81 99.08 -18.27 0.122 25.21 0.59 -66.71 14.94
4.00 0.72 -125.99 10.71 3.43 75.75 -17.08 0.140 6.95 0.52 -85.11 13.89
5.00 0.66 -156.09 9.79 3.09 53.63 -16.48 0.150 -9.83 0.45 -102.71 13.13
6.00 0.62 174.97 8.93 2.80 32.77 -16.14 0.156 -25.73 0.38 -120.16 12.53
7.00 0.60 145.61 8.06 2.53 12.43 -16.08 0.157 -41.00 0.31 -138.01 12.07
8.00 0.60 118.39 7.20 2.29 -7.12 -16.31 0.153 -54.14 0.25 -157.10 11.75
9.00 0.62 93.15 6.26 2.06 -26.14 -16.59 0.148 -67.05 0.20 -178.27 11.19
10.00 0.66 71.31 5.43 1.87 -44.14 -16.89 0.143 -78.09 0.16 157.62 9.63
11.00 0.70 50.91 4.58 1.69 -62.85 -17.14 0.139 -88.99 0.14 121.82 8.81
12.00 0.72 31.04 3.64 1.52 -81.42 -17.52 0.133 -100.38 0.17 82.33 7.87
13.00 0.74 11.26 2.56 1.34 -99.46 -18.13 0.124 -111.06 0.22 53.17 6.79
14.00 0.76 -3.08 1.45 1.18 -115.94 -18.79 0.115 -119.00 0.28 27.32 5.86
15.00 0.82 -14.26 0.43 1.05 -132.24 -19.25 0.109 -127.12 0.34 6.01 5.89
16.00 0.82 -26.64 -0.72 0.92 -149.24 -19.58 0.105 -135.42 0.42 -10.69 4.84
17.00 0.84 -38.94 -1.83 0.81 -164.44 -19.74 0.103 -143.49 0.49 -22.32 4.62
18.00 0.86 -54.78 -3.02 0.71 179.28 -20.18 0.098 -152.36 0.56 -35.90 4.04
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 10 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.10 0.88 5.0 0.15 20.5
0.9 0.11 0.84 14.0 0.15 19.0
1.0 0.12 0.83 16.0 0.15 18.6
1.5 0.17 0.77 26.0 0.15 17.5
1.8 0.20 0.74 31.9 0.15 16.9
2.0 0.23 0.71 37.3 0.14 16.4
2.5 0.29 0.66 48.6 0.14 15.7
3.0 0.34 0.60 60.6 0.12 15.0
4.0 0.46 0.52 86.8 0.12 13.6
5.0 0.58 0.45 115.3 0.08 12.4
6.0 0.69 0.40 145.8 0.05 11.3
7.0 0.81 0.37 177.7 0.05 10.3
8.0 0.92 0.35 -149.3 0.07 9.5
9.0 1.04 0.35 -115.6 0.12 8.8
10.0 1.16 0.37 -81.8 0.22 8.3
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 19. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 2 V, 10 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at sixteen different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system. From these
measurements a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 2 V, IDS = 10 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -18.75 15.89 6.23 164.76 -32.40 0.024 77.63 0.63 -14.09 24.14
0.75 0.97 -29.11 15.79 6.16 155.98 -28.87 0.036 70.58 0.61 -19.69 22.30
1.00 0.95 -38.28 15.61 6.03 148.42 -26.56 0.047 64.88 0.60 -26.10 21.08
1.50 0.91 -55.52 15.17 5.73 133.92 -23.61 0.066 54.16 0.57 -38.73 19.39
1.75 0.89 -63.78 14.92 5.57 127.01 -22.62 0.074 49.11 0.56 -44.79 18.75
2.00 0.86 -71.82 14.65 5.40 120.27 -21.72 0.082 44.08 0.54 -50.70 18.19
2.50 0.81 -87.59 14.11 5.08 107.36 -20.35 0.096 34.60 0.51 -61.95 17.23
3.00 0.76 -103.22 13.54 4.76 95.04 -19.41 0.107 25.71 0.47 -72.47 16.48
4.00 0.66 -134.81 12.40 4.17 71.95 -18.27 0.122 9.04 0.41 -91.47 15.34
5.00 0.61 -165.34 11.29 3.67 50.43 -17.65 0.131 -5.97 0.34 -110.05 14.47
6.00 0.58 165.88 10.27 3.26 30.28 -17.33 0.136 -20.15 0.27 -129.24 13.80
7.00 0.57 137.00 9.27 2.91 10.68 -17.14 0.139 -33.84 0.21 -150.49 13.21
8.00 0.58 110.78 8.33 2.61 -8.09 -17.14 0.139 -45.60 0.17 -174.77 12.73
9.00 0.61 86.75 7.32 2.32 -26.38 -17.20 0.138 -57.65 0.13 154.01 10.69
10.00 0.65 66.25 6.44 2.10 -43.90 -17.20 0.138 -68.22 0.11 118.18 9.85
11.00 0.69 46.88 5.54 1.89 -61.97 -17.27 0.137 -79.30 0.14 78.36 9.16
12.00 0.72 27.76 4.56 1.69 -79.90 -17.39 0.135 -90.87 0.19 49.57 8.34
13.00 0.74 8.62 3.45 1.49 -97.18 -17.79 0.129 -102.19 0.26 29.95 7.35
14.00 0.77 -5.28 2.33 1.31 -112.92 -18.20 0.123 -110.80 0.33 9.45 6.51
15.00 0.82 -16.03 1.29 1.16 -128.66 -18.56 0.118 -120.09 0.39 -7.98 6.51
16.00 0.82 -28.32 0.19 1.02 -144.87 -18.79 0.115 -129.92 0.45 -22.30 5.48
17.00 0.84 -40.43 -0.87 0.91 -159.49 -18.79 0.115 -139.60 0.51 -32.23 5.24
18.00 0.86 -56.14 -1.99 0.80 -175.19 -19.33 0.108 -149.17 0.57 -44.43 4.72
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.10 0.88 4.5 0.19 20.9
0.9 0.13 0.83 13.1 0.17 19.4
1.0 0.14 0.82 15.3 0.16 19.2
1.5 0.19 0.76 26.1 0.15 17.9
1.8 0.22 0.72 32.6 0.15 17.3
2.0 0.23 0.70 36.9 0.14 17.0
2.5 0.29 0.64 48.5 0.12 16.2
3.0 0.34 0.58 60.9 0.07 15.4
4.0 0.45 0.49 87.9 0.13 14.1
5.0 0.56 0.42 117.4 0.07 12.8
6.0 0.67 0.37 149.0 0.05 11.7
7.0 0.79 0.34 -178.1 0.05 10.8
8.0 0.90 0.33 -144.3 0.07 9.9
9.0 1.01 0.34 -110.2 0.13 9.2
10.0 1.12 0.36 -76.3 0.23 8.6
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 20. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 2 V, 15 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATF NP5 test system. From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 2 V, IDS = 15 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -19.75 17.02 7.10 164.04 -32.77 0.023 77.60 0.57 -14.99 24.89
0.75 0.97 -30.58 16.90 7.00 154.98 -29.37 0.034 70.54 0.55 -20.86 23.05
1.00 0.95 -40.15 16.69 6.83 147.18 -27.13 0.044 64.80 0.54 -27.61 21.91
1.50 0.90 -58.08 16.18 6.44 132.28 -24.15 0.062 54.23 0.51 -40.74 20.17
1.75 0.87 -66.65 15.90 6.23 125.22 -23.10 0.070 49.25 0.49 -46.95 19.53
2.00 0.84 -74.93 15.59 6.02 118.41 -22.27 0.077 44.36 0.48 -53.06 18.93
2.50 0.79 -91.13 14.97 5.61 105.38 -20.92 0.090 35.36 0.44 -64.59 17.95
3.00 0.73 -107.08 14.34 5.21 93.08 -20.00 0.100 26.85 0.41 -75.32 17.17
4.00 0.64 -139.07 13.09 4.51 70.17 -18.94 0.113 11.15 0.35 -94.59 16.01
5.00 0.59 -169.70 11.90 3.93 49.03 -18.27 0.122 -2.96 0.29 -113.89 15.09
6.00 0.56 161.74 10.81 3.47 29.27 -17.79 0.129 -16.43 0.23 -134.46 14.30
7.00 0.56 133.19 9.77 3.08 10.04 -17.59 0.132 -29.47 0.17 -158.65 13.68
8.00 0.57 107.56 8.78 2.75 -8.35 -17.46 0.134 -40.80 0.14 172.14 12.29
9.00 0.60 84.16 7.75 2.44 -26.29 -17.39 0.135 -52.63 0.11 134.01 10.74
10.00 0.64 64.19 6.86 2.20 -43.56 -17.33 0.136 -63.33 0.12 95.85 9.99
11.00 0.68 45.46 5.93 1.98 -61.33 -17.27 0.137 -74.77 0.16 63.20 9.34
12.00 0.72 26.66 4.93 1.76 -78.94 -17.27 0.137 -86.46 0.22 40.01 8.57
13.00 0.74 7.70 3.80 1.55 -95.93 -17.59 0.132 -98.11 0.29 23.11 7.62
14.00 0.77 -5.93 2.68 1.36 -111.53 -17.92 0.127 -107.51 0.36 3.55 6.79
15.00 0.82 -16.54 1.63 1.21 -126.76 -18.20 0.123 -117.16 0.41 -12.09 6.76
16.00 0.82 -28.76 0.54 1.06 -142.70 -18.49 0.119 -127.03 0.47 -26.21 5.81
17.00 0.84 -40.79 -0.49 0.95 -157.02 -18.49 0.119 -137.06 0.53 -35.57 5.55
18.00 0.86 -56.40 -1.60 0.83 -172.47 -18.94 0.113 -147.50 0.58 -47.29 5.06
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 2 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.11 0.87 2.7 0.18 21.6
0.9 0.15 0.81 12.1 0.17 20.2
1.0 0.16 0.80 14.5 0.16 19.9
1.5 0.22 0.73 26.3 0.15 18.7
1.8 0.25 0.69 33.4 0.15 18.0
2.0 0.27 0.66 38.1 0.14 17.7
2.5 0.33 0.60 50.6 0.13 17.0
3.0 0.39 0.54 64.2 0.12 16.2
4.0 0.52 0.45 94.0 0.10 14.8
5.0 0.64 0.39 126.5 0.07 13.5
6.0 0.77 0.34 160.6 0.05 12.4
7.0 0.90 0.33 -164.7 0.06 11.4
8.0 1.02 0.33 -130.3 0.10 10.5
9.0 1.15 0.36 -97.5 0.18 9.7
10.0 1.28 0.40 -67.0 0.30 9.1
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 21. MSG/MAG and |S21|2 vs. 
Frequency at 2 V, 30 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATF NP5 test system. From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated. Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 2 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -20.95 18.17 8.10 163.18 -33.56 0.021 77.39 0.49 -15.99 25.87
0.75 0.96 -32.34 18.02 7.96 153.79 -30.17 0.031 70.55 0.47 -22.00 24.10
1.00 0.94 -42.36 17.77 7.73 145.67 -27.96 0.040 65.08 0.46 -29.03 22.86
1.50 0.88 -61.09 17.18 7.22 130.36 -25.04 0.056 54.79 0.43 -42.64 21.11
1.75 0.85 -69.98 16.85 6.96 123.20 -24.01 0.063 50.12 0.41 -48.96 20.42
2.00 0.82 -78.53 16.50 6.69 116.28 -23.22 0.069 45.58 0.39 -55.19 19.86
2.50 0.76 -95.14 15.81 6.17 103.17 -21.94 0.080 37.15 0.36 -66.91 18.87
3.00 0.70 -111.48 15.11 5.69 90.88 -21.01 0.089 29.29 0.34 -77.74 18.06
4.00 0.61 -143.89 13.73 4.86 68.24 -19.83 0.102 14.76 0.28 -97.29 16.78
5.00 0.56 -174.55 12.46 4.20 47.48 -19.02 0.112 1.63 0.23 -117.24 15.74
6.00 0.55 157.19 11.31 3.68 28.10 -18.49 0.119 -10.98 0.17 -139.78 14.90
7.00 0.55 129.18 10.22 3.24 9.28 -18.13 0.124 -23.67 0.13 -169.09 14.17
8.00 0.56 104.19 9.20 2.88 -8.75 -17.79 0.129 -34.72 0.11 155.22 11.98
9.00 0.60 81.48 8.15 2.56 -26.37 -17.59 0.132 -46.33 0.11 112.23 10.82
10.00 0.64 62.07 7.24 2.30 -43.37 -17.33 0.136 -57.43 0.13 77.30 10.15
11.00 0.68 43.83 6.29 2.06 -60.90 -17.20 0.138 -68.78 0.18 51.74 9.51
12.00 0.72 25.46 5.27 1.84 -78.22 -17.14 0.139 -81.32 0.24 32.67 8.77
13.00 0.74 6.81 4.14 1.61 -94.88 -17.33 0.136 -93.11 0.31 17.81 7.87
14.00 0.77 -6.74 3.01 1.41 -110.07 -17.65 0.131 -103.06 0.38 0.45 7.08
15.00 0.82 -17.21 1.94 1.25 -125.15 -17.86 0.128 -112.88 0.43 -15.44 7.06
16.00 0.83 -29.31 0.87 1.11 -140.80 -18.06 0.125 -123.55 0.49 -29.37 6.13
17.00 0.85 -41.30 -0.15 0.98 -154.83 -18.13 0.124 -134.43 0.54 -38.55 5.89
18.00 0.87 -56.87 -1.24 0.87 -170.03 -18.56 0.118 -144.88 0.60 -49.70 5.39
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 3 V, IDS = 10 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.12 0.87 4.7 0.21 20.0
0.9 0.16 0.82 13.2 0.19 19.0
1.0 0.17 0.81 15.3 0.19 18.8
1.5 0.22 0.75 25.9 0.17 17.8
1.8 0.26 0.71 32.3 0.16 17.2
2.0 0.28 0.68 36.5 0.16 16.7
2.5 0.33 0.62 47.7 0.14 15.9
3.0 0.39 0.57 59.6 0.13 15.1
4.0 0.49 0.49 85.4 0.10 13.7
5.0 0.60 0.43 113.6 0.08 12.5
6.0 0.71 0.38 143.7 0.05 11.4
7.0 0.81 0.36 175.6 0.05 10.4
8.0 0.92 0.34 -151.3 0.07 9.6
9.0 1.03 0.34 -117.3 0.12 8.9
10.0 1.13 0.35 -82.7 0.21 8.4
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 22. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 3 V, 10 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 3 V, IDS = 10 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -18.76 16.07 6.36 164.73 -32.77 0.023 76.79 0.65 -13.67 24.42
0.75 0.97 -29.12 15.97 6.29 155.93 -29.37 0.034 70.22 0.63 -19.08 22.70
1.00 0.95 -38.28 15.79 6.16 148.37 -27.13 0.044 64.53 0.62 -25.28 21.46
1.50 0.91 -55.52 15.34 5.85 133.87 -24.01 0.063 54.04 0.59 -37.48 19.68
1.75 0.88 -63.78 15.09 5.68 126.95 -22.97 0.071 49.13 0.57 -43.28 19.00
2.00 0.86 -71.79 14.82 5.51 120.22 -22.05 0.079 44.06 0.56 -49.01 18.43
2.50 0.81 -87.55 14.27 5.17 107.29 -20.82 0.091 34.85 0.52 -59.84 17.55
3.00 0.75 -103.15 13.71 4.85 95.00 -19.83 0.102 25.98 0.49 -69.88 16.77
4.00 0.66 -134.65 12.56 4.25 71.95 -18.71 0.116 9.56 0.42 -87.88 15.63
5.00 0.60 -165.16 11.45 3.74 50.50 -18.13 0.124 -5.10 0.35 -105.14 14.79
6.00 0.58 166.12 10.43 3.32 30.44 -17.79 0.129 -19.00 0.29 -122.61 14.11
7.00 0.56 137.25 9.44 2.97 10.91 -17.65 0.131 -32.32 0.23 -141.22 13.55
8.00 0.57 111.11 8.51 2.66 -7.80 -17.59 0.132 -43.61 0.18 -162.07 12.81
9.00 0.60 87.10 7.51 2.38 -26.05 -17.65 0.131 -55.14 0.13 172.01 10.75
10.00 0.64 66.58 6.64 2.15 -43.52 -17.65 0.131 -65.42 0.10 139.11 9.98
11.00 0.68 47.31 5.76 1.94 -61.59 -17.65 0.131 -76.27 0.11 93.44 9.32
12.00 0.71 28.18 4.81 1.74 -79.58 -17.72 0.130 -87.47 0.16 57.88 8.54
13.00 0.74 9.02 3.71 1.53 -96.96 -17.99 0.126 -98.60 0.23 35.32 7.59
14.00 0.77 -4.82 2.61 1.35 -112.95 -18.34 0.121 -107.41 0.29 13.11 6.76
15.00 0.82 -15.65 1.60 1.20 -128.77 -18.56 0.118 -116.63 0.35 -4.62 6.79
16.00 0.82 -28.00 0.51 1.06 -145.23 -18.71 0.116 -126.02 0.42 -19.61 5.79
17.00 0.84 -40.11 -0.55 0.94 -160.01 -18.71 0.116 -136.14 0.49 -29.62 5.54
18.00 0.86 -55.87 -1.68 0.82 -176.05 -19.25 0.109 -146.13 0.55 -41.92 5.05
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 3 V, IDS = 15 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.11 0.86 3.5 0.17 21.2
0.9 0.15 0.81 12.1 0.16 19.9
1.0 0.16 0.80 14.3 0.16 19.6
1.5 0.21 0.73 25.1 0.15 18.2
1.8 0.24 0.69 31.6 0.14 17.6
2.0 0.26 0.66 35.9 0.20 17.2
2.5 0.31 0.60 47.2 0.17 16.3
3.0 0.37 0.55 59.4 0.15 15.6
4.0 0.47 0.46 86.0 0.11 14.2
5.0 0.58 0.40 115.4 0.07 12.9
6.0 0.68 0.36 146.8 0.05 11.8
7.0 0.79 0.33 179.8 0.05 10.8
8.0 0.89 0.32 -146.1 0.07 10.0
9.0 1.00 0.32 -111.5 0.13 9.3
10.0 1.10 0.33 -76.8 0.22 8.8
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 23. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 3 V, 15 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 3 V, IDS = 15 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -19.76 17.20 7.24 164.03 -33.15 0.022 76.95 0.60 -14.39 25.17
0.75 0.96 -30.58 17.08 7.14 154.94 -29.90 0.032 69.88 0.58 -20.00 23.47
1.00 0.94 -40.14 16.86 6.97 147.12 -27.54 0.042 64.59 0.57 -26.48 22.20
1.50 0.90 -58.04 16.35 6.57 132.22 -24.58 0.059 54.00 0.54 -39.05 20.47
1.75 0.87 -66.61 16.06 6.35 125.16 -23.48 0.067 49.23 0.52 -45.00 19.78
2.00 0.84 -74.88 15.75 6.13 118.36 -22.62 0.074 44.39 0.50 -50.83 19.19
2.50 0.78 -91.02 15.13 5.71 105.32 -21.41 0.085 35.29 0.47 -61.71 18.27
3.00 0.73 -106.95 14.50 5.31 93.02 -20.45 0.102 27.00 0.44 -71.87 17.47
4.00 0.63 -138.86 13.24 4.59 70.17 -19.41 0.107 11.47 0.37 -89.81 16.32
5.00 0.58 -169.42 12.05 4.00 49.09 -18.79 0.115 -2.18 0.31 -107.23 15.42
6.00 0.56 162.05 10.97 3.53 29.39 -18.34 0.121 -15.36 0.24 -125.21 14.66
7.00 0.55 133.54 9.93 3.14 10.23 -18.06 0.125 -27.97 0.19 -145.42 14.00
8.00 0.56 107.88 8.96 2.81 -8.11 -17.92 0.127 -38.89 0.14 -168.81 12.23
9.00 0.60 84.56 7.95 2.50 -26.04 -17.86 0.128 -50.41 0.11 158.79 10.87
10.00 0.64 64.57 7.06 2.26 -43.28 -17.72 0.130 -60.57 0.09 118.59 10.16
11.00 0.68 45.84 6.16 2.03 -61.06 -17.59 0.132 -71.45 0.12 75.36 9.55
12.00 0.71 27.11 5.19 1.82 -78.75 -17.59 0.132 -83.32 0.18 46.94 8.80
13.00 0.74 8.18 4.09 1.60 -95.88 -17.79 0.129 -94.36 0.25 27.91 7.86
14.00 0.77 -5.58 2.98 1.41 -111.57 -18.06 0.125 -103.78 0.31 7.94 7.09
15.00 0.82 -16.18 1.96 1.25 -127.09 -18.27 0.122 -113.43 0.37 -8.87 7.04
16.00 0.82 -28.41 0.88 1.11 -143.31 -18.42 0.120 -123.35 0.44 -23.42 6.09
17.00 0.85 -40.49 -0.15 0.98 -157.87 -18.49 0.119 -134.06 0.50 -32.96 5.87
18.00 0.86 -56.20 -1.25 0.87 -173.65 -18.86 0.114 -144.46 0.56 -44.64 5.41
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 3 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.11 0.87 3.5 0.18 21.6
0.9 0.16 0.81 12.5 0.17 20.5
1.0 0.17 0.79 14.7 0.17 20.2
1.5 0.23 0.72 25.9 0.16 18.9
1.8 0.27 0.68 32.6 0.15 18.3
2.0 0.28 0.65 37.1 0.15 17.9
2.5 0.35 0.59 49.3 0.14 17.0
3.0 0.41 0.53 62.5 0.12 16.3
4.0 0.53 0.43 91.6 0.09 14.9
5.0 0.66 0.37 123.4 0.07 13.6
6.0 0.79 0.33 157.1 0.05 12.4
7.0 0.91 0.31 -168.3 0.06 11.4
8.0 1.04 0.31 -133.7 0.10 10.6
9.0 1.17 0.33 -100.0 0.17 9.9
10.0 1.29 0.38 -68.1 0.28 9.3
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 24. MSG/MAG and |S21|
2 vs. 
Frequency at 3 V, 30 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 3 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -21.01 18.45 8.36 163.08 -33.98 0.020 76.89 0.53 -15.23 26.21
0.75 0.96 -32.39 18.29 8.21 153.62 -30.46 0.030 69.94 0.51 -21.01 24.36
1.00 0.93 -42.42 18.03 7.97 145.49 -28.40 0.038 64.80 0.50 -27.72 23.22
1.50 0.88 -61.18 17.42 7.43 130.11 -25.35 0.054 54.32 0.47 -40.61 21.39
1.75 0.85 -70.01 17.09 7.15 122.91 -24.44 0.060 49.77 0.45 -46.56 20.72
2.00 0.82 -78.57 16.74 6.87 116.00 -23.61 0.066 45.15 0.43 -52.43 20.17
2.50 0.76 -95.09 16.03 6.33 102.87 -22.38 0.076 36.87 0.40 -63.37 19.21
3.00 0.70 -111.30 15.32 5.83 90.60 -21.41 0.085 29.08 0.37 -73.44 18.36
4.00 0.61 -143.48 13.93 4.97 68.04 -20.26 0.097 14.96 0.31 -91.21 17.10
5.00 0.56 -174.00 12.65 4.29 47.37 -19.58 0.105 2.38 0.25 -108.94 16.11
6.00 0.54 157.98 11.50 3.76 28.09 -19.02 0.112 -10.00 0.19 -128.04 15.26
7.00 0.54 130.06 10.42 3.32 9.32 -18.64 0.117 -22.21 0.14 -151.53 13.78
8.00 0.55 105.20 9.42 2.96 -8.66 -18.34 0.121 -32.79 0.11 179.40 12.10
9.00 0.59 82.53 8.39 2.63 -26.26 -18.06 0.125 -44.11 0.09 138.30 11.00
10.00 0.63 63.18 7.49 2.37 -43.25 -17.79 0.129 -54.57 0.09 95.15 10.36
11.00 0.67 44.96 6.56 2.13 -60.82 -17.52 0.133 -66.16 0.14 62.17 9.76
12.00 0.71 26.64 5.58 1.90 -78.23 -17.46 0.134 -78.18 0.20 39.86 9.05
13.00 0.74 7.94 4.46 1.67 -95.07 -17.65 0.131 -89.74 0.27 23.41 8.14
14.00 0.77 -5.53 3.36 1.47 -110.42 -17.86 0.128 -99.72 0.34 5.08 7.40
15.00 0.82 -16.02 2.33 1.31 -125.79 -17.99 0.126 -109.60 0.39 -11.42 7.41
16.00 0.82 -28.09 1.25 1.16 -141.72 -18.06 0.125 -120.39 0.46 -25.74 6.44
17.00 0.85 -40.02 0.23 1.03 -156.00 -18.06 0.125 -131.03 0.51 -35.29 6.19
18.00 0.87 -55.63 -0.85 0.91 -171.48 -18.49 0.119 -141.69 0.57 -46.81 5.71
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 4 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.10 0.90 3.5 0.22 20.7
0.9 0.14 0.85 12.5 0.21 19.7
1.0 0.16 0.83 14.7 0.20 19.5
1.5 0.21 0.77 25.9 0.18 18.4
1.8 0.25 0.73 32.6 0.17 17.8
2.0 0.28 0.70 37.1 0.17 17.5
2.5 0.33 0.64 49.1 0.15 16.7
3.0 0.38 0.58 62.0 0.14 16.0
4.0 0.49 0.48 90.3 0.10 14.7
5.0 0.62 0.40 121.2 0.07 13.5
6.0 0.74 0.35 154.0 0.05 12.5
7.0 0.87 0.32 -172.2 0.06 11.5
8.0 0.99 0.31 -138.0 0.09 10.7
9.0 1.11 0.34 -104.2 0.15 10.0
10.0 1.24 0.39 -71.6 0.26 9.5
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 25. MSG/MAG and |S21|2 vs. 
Frequency at 4 V, 30 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
2. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 4 V, IDS = 30 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -21.11 18.54 8.45 163.20 -33.98 0.020 77.63 0.56 -14.66 26.26
0.75 0.96 -32.57 18.38 8.30 153.72 -30.75 0.029 70.15 0.54 -20.35 24.55
1.00 0.94 -42.70 18.13 8.07 145.56 -28.64 0.037 64.68 0.53 -26.91 23.38
1.50 0.88 -61.55 17.53 7.53 130.19 -25.68 0.052 53.94 0.50 -39.45 21.61
1.75 0.85 -70.46 17.20 7.24 123.00 -24.58 0.059 49.29 0.48 -45.29 20.90
2.00 0.82 -79.07 16.84 6.95 116.04 -23.88 0.064 44.64 0.46 -50.94 20.36
2.50 0.76 -95.78 16.14 6.41 102.91 -22.62 0.074 36.30 0.43 -61.54 19.38
3.00 0.71 -112.14 15.43 5.91 90.63 -21.72 0.082 28.32 0.40 -71.17 18.58
4.00 0.62 -144.46 14.04 5.03 68.03 -20.72 0.092 13.98 0.34 -87.95 17.38
5.00 0.57 -174.93 12.76 4.34 47.35 -20.00 0.100 1.12 0.28 -104.23 16.38
6.00 0.55 157.13 11.61 3.81 28.07 -19.49 0.106 -11.07 0.22 -120.69 15.55
7.00 0.55 129.56 10.54 3.37 9.35 -19.25 0.109 -23.07 0.17 -139.29 14.19
8.00 0.57 104.96 9.55 3.00 -8.62 -18.94 0.113 -33.33 0.13 -160.54 12.47
9.00 0.60 82.47 8.53 2.67 -26.19 -18.79 0.115 -44.34 0.09 169.67 11.33
10.00 0.64 63.23 7.64 2.41 -43.13 -18.49 0.119 -54.44 0.07 128.74 10.70
11.00 0.68 45.01 6.74 2.17 -60.63 -18.27 0.122 -65.68 0.09 78.47 10.10
12.00 0.72 26.69 5.79 1.95 -78.09 -18.13 0.124 -77.35 0.15 47.96 9.40
13.00 0.74 8.00 4.71 1.72 -95.00 -18.27 0.122 -88.59 0.22 28.53 8.47
14.00 0.77 -5.46 3.64 1.52 -110.50 -18.42 0.120 -98.13 0.28 8.38 7.69
15.00 0.82 -16.18 2.65 1.36 -126.04 -18.49 0.119 -108.03 0.34 -8.46 7.76
16.00 0.82 -28.39 1.62 1.21 -142.14 -18.49 0.119 -118.41 0.40 -22.93 6.75
17.00 0.85 -40.51 0.64 1.08 -156.61 -18.49 0.119 -129.54 0.46 -32.29 6.53
18.00 0.86 -56.36 -0.44 0.95 -172.55 -18.86 0.114 -140.19 0.52 -43.97 6.00
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ATF-35143 Typical Noise Parameters
VDS = 4 V, IDS = 60 mA
Freq. Fmin Γopt Rn/50 Ga
GHz dB Mag. Ang. - dB
0.5 0.22 0.84 4.4 0.29 22.5
0.9 0.30 0.78 15.6 0.29 21.3
1.0 0.32 0.77 18.4 0.28 21.0
1.5 0.42 0.70 32.4 0.26 19.8
1.8 0.48 0.65 40.8 0.25 19.2
2.0 0.52 0.63 46.4 0.24 18.8
2.5 0.63 0.56 61.0 0.21 17.8
3.0 0.73 0.51 76.6 0.19 17.0
4.0 0.94 0.44 109.9 0.13 15.5
5.0 1.15 0.40 144.8 0.09 14.1
6.0 1.35 0.39 -179.8 0.08 12.9
7.0 1.56 0.40 -145.5 0.13 11.9
8.0 1.77 0.43 -113.7 0.26 11.0
9.0 1.98 0.47 -85.6 0.48 10.3
10.0 2.18 0.53 -62.6 0.79 9.8
FREQUENCY (GHz)
Figure 26. MSG/MAG and |S21|2 vs. 
Frequency at 4 V, 60 mA.
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Notes:
1. Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher are based on measurements while the Fmins below 2 GHz have been extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure measurements made at 16 different impedances using an ATN NP5 test system.  From these measure-
ments a true Fmin is calculated.  Refer to the noise parameter application section for more information.
3. S and noise parameters are measured on a microstrip line made on 0.025 inch thick alumina carrier. The input reference plane is at the
end of the gate lead. The output reference plane is at the end of the drain lead. The parameters include the effect of four plated
through via holes connecting source landing pads on top of the test carrier to the microstrip ground plane on the bottom side of the
carrier. Two 0.020 inch diameter via holes are placed within 0.010 inch from each source lead contact point, one via on each side of
that point.
ATF-35143 Typical Scattering Parameters, VDS = 4 V, IDS = 60 mA
Freq. S11 S21 S12    S22 MSG/MAG
GHz Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. dB Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. dB
0.50 0.99 -21.27 18.15 8.09 163.09 -34.89 0.018 77.28 0.54 -13.50 26.52
0.75 0.96 -32.77 17.99 7.94 153.59 -31.70 0.026 70.40 0.53 -18.54 24.83
1.00 0.94 -42.95 17.74 7.71 145.40 -29.37 0.034 65.05 0.51 -24.50 23.55
1.50 0.88 -61.92 17.13 7.19 129.98 -26.56 0.047 55.14 0.48 -35.90 21.84
1.75 0.85 -70.88 16.79 6.91 122.76 -25.51 0.053 50.40 0.47 -41.17 21.15
2.00 0.82 -79.55 16.45 6.64 115.80 -24.73 0.058 46.34 0.45 -46.33 20.59
2.50 0.76 -96.36 15.74 6.12 102.60 -23.48 0.067 38.10 0.42 -55.86 19.61
3.00 0.70 -112.86 15.03 5.64 90.26 -22.62 0.074 30.61 0.39 -64.53 18.82
4.00 0.61 -145.47 13.64 4.81 67.52 -21.51 0.084 17.18 0.34 -79.32 17.58
5.00 0.57 -176.15 12.35 4.15 46.76 -20.82 0.091 5.47 0.29 -93.48 16.59
6.00 0.55 155.85 11.21 3.64 27.45 -20.26 0.097 -5.83 0.24 -107.07 15.74
7.00 0.55 128.25 10.14 3.21 8.68 -19.83 0.102 -17.10 0.19 -121.43 13.17
8.00 0.57 103.61 9.16 2.87 -9.34 -19.41 0.107 -26.34 0.15 -137.04 11.94
9.00 0.60 81.11 8.14 2.55 -27.02 -19.09 0.111 -36.93 0.11 -156.16 10.99
10.00 0.64 62.01 7.25 2.30 -44.01 -18.71 0.116 -46.43 0.07 178.65 10.38
11.00 0.69 43.90 6.37 2.08 -61.57 -18.27 0.122 -57.09 0.06 113.63 9.88
12.00 0.72 25.78 5.43 1.87 -79.17 -17.92 0.127 -68.92 0.10 60.75 9.26
13.00 0.75 7.31 4.37 1.65 -96.36 -17.92 0.127 -80.43 0.18 35.69 8.35
14.00 0.78 -6.12 3.30 1.46 -112.19 -17.92 0.127 -90.26 0.25 13.24 7.57
15.00 0.83 -16.62 2.29 1.30 -127.94 -17.86 0.128 -100.79 0.31 -4.12 7.78
16.00 0.84 -28.78 1.25 1.16 -144.27 -17.79 0.129 -112.14 0.39 -19.12 6.73
17.00 0.87 -40.91 0.21 1.03 -159.19 -17.79 0.129 -123.71 0.46 -28.89 6.65
18.00 0.88 -56.66 -0.92 0.90 -175.28 -17.99 0.126 -134.88 0.52 -40.92 6.06
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Noise Parameter
Applications Information
Fmin values at 2 GHz and higher
are based on measurements while
the Fmins below 2 GHz have been
extrapolated. The Fmin values are
based on a set of 16 noise figure
measurements made at 16
different impedances using an
ATN NP5 test system. From these
measurements, a true Fmin is
calculated. Fmin represents the
true minimum noise figure of the
device when the device is pre-
sented with an impedance
matching network that trans-
forms the source impedance,
typically 50Ω, to an impedance
represented by the reflection
coefficient Γo. The designer must
design a matching network that
will present Γo to the device with
minimal associated circuit losses.
The noise figure of the completed
amplifier is equal to the noise
figure of the device plus the
losses of the matching network
preceding the device. The noise
figure of the device is equal to
Fmin only when the device is
presented with Γo. If the reflec-
tion coefficient of the matching
network is other than Γo, then the
noise figure of the device will be
greater than Fmin based on the
following equation.
NF = Fmin + 4 Rn         |Γs – Γo |
 2
                      Zo    (|1 + Γo|
2)(1 – Γs|
2)
Where Rn /Zo is the normalized
noise resistance, Γo is the opti-
mum reflection coefficient
required to produce Fmin and Γs is
the reflection coefficient of the
source impedance actually
presented to the device. The
losses of the matching networks
are non-zero and they will also
add to the noise figure of the
device creating a higher amplifier
noise figure. The losses of the
matching networks are related to
the Q of the components and
associated printed circuit board
loss. Γo is typically fairly low at
higher frequencies and increases
as frequency is lowered. Larger
gate width devices will typically
have a lower Γo as compared to
narrower gate width devices.
Typically for FETs, the higher Γo
usually infers that an impedance
much higher than 50Ω is required
for the device to produce Fmin. At
VHF frequencies and even lower
L Band frequencies, the required
impedance can be in the vicinity
of several thousand ohms.
Matching to such a high imped-
ance requires very hi-Q compo-
nents in order to minimize circuit
losses. As an example at 900 MHz,
when airwwound coils (Q>100)
are used for matching networks,
the loss can still be up to 0.25 dB
which will add directly to the
noise figure of the device. Using
muiltilayer molded inductors with
Qs in the 30 to 50 range results in
additional loss over the airwound
coil. Losses as high as 0.5 dB or
greater add to the typical 0.15 dB
Fmin of the device creating an
amplifier noise figure of nearly
0.65 dB. A discussion concerning
calculated and measured circuit
losses and their effect on ampli-
fier noise figure is covered in
Agilent Application 1085.
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L=Lc L=Lb
R=Rb
L=Lb
R=Rb
L
C C=Ca
CC=Cb
LOSSYL
L=Lb
R=Rb
L=La*.5
L=Ld
L
L
LOSSYL
GATE_IN SOURCE
DRAIN_OUT
REQUATION La=0.1 nH
EQUATION Lb=0.1 nH
EQUATION Lc=0.8 nH
EQUATION Ld=0.6 nH
EQUATION Rb=0.1 OH
EQUATION Ca=0.15 pF
EQUATION Cb=0.15 pF
R=0.1 OH
LOSSYL
L=La L=Lb
R=Rb
L LOSSYL
L=Lb
R=Rb
LOSSYL
G
S
D
SOURCE
ATF-35143 SC-70 4 Lead, High Frequency Model
Optimized for 0.1 – 6.0 GHz
This model can be used as a
design tool. It has been tested on
MDS for various specifications.
However, for more precise and
accurate design, please refer to
the measured data in this data
sheet. For future improvements
Agilent reserves the right to
change these models without
prior notice.
NFETMESFET
G MODEL=FET
W=400 µm
X
X
D
X
X
S
S
X
X
NFET=yes
PFET=
IDSMOD=3
VTO=–0.95
BETA= Beta
LAMBDA=0.09
ALPHA=4.0
B=0.8
TNOM=27
IDSTC=
VBI=.7
IDS model
DELTA=.2
GSCAP=3
CGS=cgs pF
GDCAP=3
GCD=Cgd pF
Gate model
RG=1
RD=Rd
RS=Rs
LG=Lg nH
LD=Ld nH
LS=Ls nH
CDS=Cds pF
CRF=.1
RC=Rc
Parasitics
GSFWD=1
GSREV=0
GDFWD=1
GDREV=0
VJR=1
IS=1 nA
IR=1 nA
IMAX=.1
XTI=
N=
EG=
Breakdown
FNC=01e+6
R=.17
P=.65
C=.2
Noise
Model scal  factors (W=FET width in microns)
EQUATION Cds=0.01*W/200
EQUATION Beta=0.06*W/200
EQUATION Rd=200/W
EQUATION Rs=.5*200/W
EQUATION Cgs=0.2*W/200
EQUATION Cgd=0.04*W/200
EQUATION Lg=0.03*200/W
EQUATION Ld=0.03*200/W
EQUATION Ls=0.01*200/W
EQUATION Rc=500*200/W
* STATZ MESFET MODEL *
MODEL = FET
ATF-35143 Die Model
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Part Number Ordering Information
No. of
Part Number Devices Container
ATF-35143-TR1 3000 7" Reel
ATF-35143-TR2 10000 13" Reel
ATF-35143-BLK 100 antistatic bag
Package Dimensions
Outline 43 (SOT-343/SC-70 4 lead)
2.00 ± 0.05
1.15
0.60 TYP
DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS (INCHES)
0.01
1.30 ± 0.02
1.15
1.25 ± 0.02
x.xx REF
2.00 ± 0.05
0.30 TYP
0.29 ± 0.050
0.13 TYP
0.375 TYP
0.90 ± 0.05
0.6°
1.15 (.045) REF
1.30 (.051) REF
1.30 (.051)
2.60 (.102)
0.55 (.021) TYP 0.85 (.033)
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Tape Dimensions
For Outline 4T
Device Orientation
USER
FEED
DIRECTION
COVER TAPE 
CARRIER
TAPE
REEL
END VIEW
8 mm
4 mm
TOP VIEW
P
P0
P2
F
W
C
D1
D
E
A0
8° MAX.
t1 (CARRIER TAPE THICKNESS) Tt (COVER TAPE THICKNESS)
5° MAX.
B0
K0
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL SIZE (mm) SIZE (INCHES)
LENGTH
WIDTH
DEPTH
PITCH
BOTTOM HOLE DIAMETER
A0
B0
K0
P
D1
2.24 ± 0.10
2.34 ± 0.10
1.22 ± 0.10
4.00 ± 0.10
1.00 + 0.25
0.088 ± 0.004
0.092 ± 0.004
0.048 ± 0.004
0.157 ± 0.004
0.039 + 0.010
CAVITY
DIAMETER
PITCH
POSITION
D
P0
E
1.55 ± 0.05
4.00 ± 0.10
1.75 ± 0.10
0.061 ± 0.002
0.157 ± 0.004
0.069 ± 0.004
PERFORATION
WIDTH
THICKNESS
W
t1
8.00 ± 0.30
0.255 ± 0.013
0.315 ± 0.012
0.010 ± 0.0005
CARRIER TAPE
CAVITY TO PERFORATION
(WIDTH DIRECTION)
CAVITY TO PERFORATION
(LENGTH DIRECTION)
F
P2
3.50 ± 0.05
2.00 ± 0.05
0.138 ± 0.002
0.079 ± 0.002
DISTANCE
WIDTH
TAPE THICKNESS
C
Tt
5.4 ± 0.10
0.062 ± 0.001
0.205 ± 0.004
0.0025 ± 0.00004
COVER TAPE
5PX 5PX 5PX 5PX
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